


I. PURPOSE 

( 

APPEALS PROCEDURE 
FAS AND PARK DEVELOPMENT 

Adopted by FWP Commission on 
October 13, 1.995 

To establish procedures that: 1) provide an opportunity for 
t.he public to appeal decisions made by the department to improve or 
develop fishing access sites and state parks; 2} encourage the 
public to participate at t.he beginning of the decision making 
process; and 3} resolve appeals at the lowest administrative level 
possible. 

II. DECISIONS SUBJECT TO APPRAL 

The decision notice on a plan or- project that results in a 
decision to ·improve or develop a fishing access site or state park 
is subject to appeal under these procedures, provided that the 
improvement or development _significantly changes {as defined in 
12.3.602, ARM) fishing access site or state park site features or 
use patterns. For the purpose of these procedures, a decision 
notice ia a written finding made by the decisic~maker that explains 
the basis for the final decision and that responds to all public 
comments received. The depa~tment shall pr~pare a decision notice 
for any decision subject to the requirements of 23-i-110, MCA and 
distribute the decision notice to everyone who has commented on or 
participated in the decision making process. 

I I I. STANDil"J9 

.rm appeal may be made by any person who has either commented 
in writing to. the department on the propose~ project, or who has 
registered or commented orally at a public meeting held by the 
department on the proposed project:, or who can provide new evidence 
that would otherwise change the proposed plan. 

IV. SUBMISSION OF AN Al?PEJ\.L 

An appeal must be submitted to the director in writing and 
must be postmarked or received within 30 .days of a decision notice. 
An appeal may be made on any grounds or arguments made to the 
department during the department's original decision making 
process. The appeal must describe the basis for the appeal, how 
the appellant has previously commented to the department or 
participated in the decision making process, and how the department 
can provide relief. 

In order to provide adequate opportunity for an appeal, the 
department may not commence construction until 30 days after the 
decision notice. If an appeal is made within 30 days following the 
decision notice, the department may not commence construction until 





To: Fish Wildlife and Parks Director 
Martha Williams 

1420 East Sixth Avenue; P.O. Box 200701 
Helena, MT 59620-0701 

" 

12 September 2017 

I'm appealing the Notice of Decision dated 14 August 2017 signed by Douglas Habermann concerning Hell Creek 

State Park for the following reasons. I submitted comments with respect to FWP/MSP during the decision-making 
process. Those should be part of your records. 

1. Montana State Parks was out of compliance of Montana State notice requirements; Notice for the comment 

period in the affected area was provided by the Jordan paper on 23 Jun 2017 comment period ended 13 July 2017 

total time 20 days I No other signs or notice were evident in the affected area or community. These proposed 

changes include waste water, sewage and potable water and fall under DEQ rules of notification and public 

awareness, as well, and can be far more restrictive than Montana State Parks requirements of notification. This is 

a general legal requirement affecting constitutional rights to notice and participate in Montana state government 

decisions so my comments, and this appeal, really could not anticipate such an occurrence. Nonetheless, I suggest 

the only way of rectifying this ,problem is to vacate the decision and begin anew with a process that comports to 
Montana law. 

2. In the Montana State parks para 2, of notice of decision dated August 14, 2017, but posted and publicly 

available August 15, 2017, Doug Habermann states there is no preclusion in the contract between Montana State 

Parks to prevent any development by Montana State Parks on the Thomaes's 55-acre lease. In my assessment, 

there is no conclusion or verbiage that gives Montana State Parks the legal right to alter or remove any portions of 

the 55-acre lease in the contract to meet their current needs without a negotiated settlement! In addition, leases 

and landlord tenant agreements are also addressed in a multitude of other statutes in the Montana legal system, 

and Mr. Habermann has failed to take those statutes into consideration prior to rendering what amounts to his 

legal opinion and conclusion I Mr. Habermann is not an attorney, and any conclusions or interpretations of the 

contract should be made within the constraints of the Montana legal system. Because Mr. Habermann could not 

have reached such a decision, it lacked any legal review with respect to the controlling conclusions he reaches and 

are, at the very least, arbitrary in nature. Again, I did not comment on this, but I could not reasonably foresee that 

Mr. Habermann would act in such a manner and form such conclusions. I suggest this also requires that the 

process be restart.ed, and that the state's liability be assessed. 

3. On July 6, 2017, at Montana State Park Board's meeting in Helena, MT, Assistant State Parks Director, Tom 

Reilly, was asked by a member of the Montana State Park Board if Montana State Parks could make any 

improvements or changes on the 55-acre lease held by Clint and Deb Thomas without the Thomas's permission! 

Mr. Reilly testified that, no, they could not make any changes or improvement on the 55-acres controlled by the 

Thomases without the Thomas's approval! As of September 12, 2017, there has been no legal decision reversing 

that statement of fact by Mr. Reilly. Because Mr. Habermann's conclusion is in direct conflict with the opinion of 

his own agency supervisor his conclusion defies logic and law. A decision with consistency and legal foundation 
needs to be reached by someone competent to make it. 

4. para 4, of the.above-mentioned letter. It states these improvements would not infringe on the Thomas's source 

of income. This is not a true statement. It lacks foundation and is not supported by any evidence. The locations 

that have been designated for the changes sit directly on the Thomas's 55-acre lease and will be placed directly on 

the area approved for expansion provided for the Thomases in the current contract. Again, any changes or 

decisions concerning this contract must be negotiated prior to any changes or improvements on the Thomas's 55-

acre lease. MSP should discuss expansion plans with the concessionaire and include the public before reaching 
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such any baseless arbitrary decision with such long-term impacts. MSP can also agree to mitigate negative 

economic impacts by replacing encumbered areas or through better park management to increase usage. 

5. Montana State Parks failed to address the expenditures of significant financial resource on a State Park that they 

do not own and intend on closing in 2021. "Montana State Parks (stateparks.mt.gov) announced today that the 

Division will relinquish management of Hell Creek State Park when the site lease agreement with the U.S. Army 

Core of Engineers (USACE) expires in 2021. The decision was approved by the Montana State Parks & Recreation 

Board at their December 16th meeting." The Public has not been made aware that any changes have been made 
concerning this decision. 

6. Para. 3 indicates the "Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks (FWP)" decided this was the "preferred alternative." The 
Notice and the EA posted on the same day. The MSP Board meeting for August 15, 2017, was cancelled and the 
matter was not decided at the July 6, 2017 meeting. Mr. Habermann's Notice provides no information for when 
and how this decision was reached. Who reached the decision and when? What was their authority given the fact 

that both MSP and FWP have citizen comprised boards empowered to reach, or at least advise and participate in, 
these decisions? I suggest you halt further activity regarding this decision until the correct Board or Commission 
can discuss the merits of the conclusion which will also provide an opportunity for public comment. I would also 
request that the completed environmental impact statement with a certified completion date be added to the 

record. After reviewing the time frame and Governors action and minutes of Montana Park Board it is obvious 
that Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks (MTSP) personal had come to their conclusion prior to the comment period 

and commencing and those comments where never consider in the final decision which is a direct violation of 
Montana State law. 

7. In conclusion, many of the findings in the Notice of Decision dated August 14, 2017 appear to be based on a 

legal interpretation of the Thomas's contract with the Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks. The author of the Not ice 

of Decision dated 14, August 2017, to the best of my knowledge, does not hold a law degree and is not licensed to 

practice law in the State of Montana. Prior to these or any other changes moving forward that have such a 

significant impact on the said contract between Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks and the Thomases will need to be 

litigated to determine whose interpretation of the contract is correct. 

,~~ 
/ ~ ::. Gustafson 

Friends of Hell Creek 
President 

Copy Provided; 
Governor Steve Bullock 

Attorney General, Tim Fox 

Milt Datsopoulos and Chris Gallus, Attorneys for Clint and Deb Thomas, HC Concessionaires 
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state pa r!-.:s.mt. gov 

NOTICE OF DECISION 
February 29, 2016 

Dear Interested Parties: 

2300 Lake Elmo Drive 
Billings, MT 59105 

Background: The draft Hell Creek Master Site/Management Plan (MSMP) was presented to the 
Montana P<1rks and Recreation Board in Octobei·, 2015. The draft plan identified management 
issues such as facility and maintenance needs, site capacity issues, concession operation, and 
other factors directly related to Montana State Park's management of Hell Creek State Park 
including whether it would continue to be managed by Montana State Parks. The·board chose to 
put the MSMP out for public review and specifically to ask for public comment on three 
management alternatives; 

4) Option 1: Continue to manage site and concession making priority and long range 
improvements 

e Option 2 : Manage with a modified State Park boundary and relinquish concession 
management to the US Army Corps of Engineers (USA CE) 

o Option 3: Allow the lease with the USA~E to expire in 2021 with minimal 
improvements for health and safety 

Public Involveme'nt Process & Results: The_plan was posted for a 32-day public conunent 
period, closing on Friday, November 27, 2015. Email correspondence inviting public comment 
on the draft plan was sent to key stakeholders and visitors who made campsite reservations at the 
park over the last tlu-ee years. Public notices were posted in the Billings Gazette and area 
newspapers in Jordan, Glendive, and Miles City. A total of 81 public comments were received. 
Comments were received from individuals and agency partners, and identified both support and 
opposition fo r the continued management of Hell Creek State Park and proposed priority · 
improvements. Public comment was summarized by major themes discussed to understand and 
identify substantive comments for consideration by Montmrnn State Parks. Public comment 
received on the proposed options was: 

o Support Option 1-· ~-1 comments: Continue to manage site and concession with priority 
impro,·ements 

c, Support Optioa 2 - 2 com.ments: Manage modified site boundary, relinquish concession 
to the OS Army Corps of Engineers (USA CE) 

c- Support Option 3 - B comr.n.ci.i.ts: Return site to the USACE in 2021 \\·ith minimal 
imprn\·~m1:nts for J1ealth and safety 



Corrections to Draft Maste1· Site Plan 
Some errors to the Draft Master Site Plan were noted and are corrected here. On page 9, section 
2.1, the number of park users was over-estimated; it should be 800 on a busy weekend day, 
which includes marina guests and private cabin users. This figure should also be used on page 
17, section 5.L'On page 15, the table of Concession Fees should read $3915.86 for Concession 
fees paid in 2012. On that same page, the table of Outfitter in:frastructure requirements should 
have "Fuel Storage" removed. 

Rationale 
As pmi of the Strategic Plan, the Division is implementing a new Classification Policy which 
reallocates staff and funding resources to the system's most significant sites i11 order to ensure 

. - those parks frieet the Montana-State ·pm'lcorand·j5toniise. Montana State Parks recognizes the 
value of Hell Creek State Park for the region, the state, and within the state park system. 
However, the considerable management, facility condition, and health and safety challenges at 
the park identified by the draft plan cannot be adequately addressed with existing state park 
resources. 

After considering the Hell Creek draft Master Site/Management Plan and public comment, the 
board has recommended that Montana State Parks proceed with Option #3 recommended in the 
draft plan while requiring a formal review in 2019 to evaluate if the Division has met conditions 
to improve management, fiscal solvency and fiscal partnerships. Additionally, they directed that 
the Division explore ways to keep Hell Creek Park consistent with Montana State Parks 
standards. 

Decision 
Montana State Parks will continue to manage Hell Creek State Park with minimal infrastructure 
improvements to meet health and public safety objectives through the end of the lease agreement . 
which expires in April, 2021. At that time management of the site would return to the USA CE. 
The Montana State Parks & Recreation Board will fo1mally review this decision in 2019. In the 
meantime, the Division will continue to manage the site with minimal improvement to maintain 
public health and safety while working to build strategic partnerships and pursue for new funding 
sources for Hell Creek State Park. 

This project is subject to appeal, which must be submitted to the FWP Director in writing, and 
postmarked within 30 clays of the date on this decision notice. The appeal must specifically 
describe the basis for the appeal, explain how the appellant has previously commented to the 
department or participated in the decision-making process, and lay out how the department might 
address the concerns in the appeal. If you have questions regarding this decision notice, please 
address them to me at dlrnbi.:- rm:11rnr,):mt.0.ov or call me at 247-2954. ;:--• __ _,__ __ 

.. 



\TEPARKS.MT.GOV 

James A. Gustafson 
124~ Lariat Road 
Helena, MT 59602 

MONT/\N/~ FWP 

Re: Appeal of Hell Creek State Park Decision Notice 

Dear Mr. Gustafson: 

THE OUTSIDE IS IN US ALL. 

P.O. Box 200701 
Helena, MT 59620-0701 

406-444-3750 
FAX: 406-444-4952 

Ref: 092-18 
August 30, 2018 

We have received your appeal of the August 14, 2017 Decision Notice for the replacement of the potable 
· water cistern and fish-cleaning station (FCS) septic system at Hell Creek State Park. 

Before addressing the substance of your appeal, there are some noteworthy organizational changes that 
must be addressed. Your appeal is pursuant to a policy adopted by the Fish, Wildlife and Parks Commission 
in October of 1995 addressing the development of fishing access sites and state parks. Though the existing 

, policy references the Fish, Wildlife, and Parks Commission, legislation was passed subsequently 
reorganizing that Commission and creating the Parks and Recreation Board ('Board''), which oversees 
matters related to Montana state parks. See Mont. Code Ann.§§ 2-15-3406 and 23-1-111. The Board 
now has the authority over this subject matter, and, accordingly, if you pursue an appeal, the final stage 
of review will be with the Board . 

Similarly, the Department has also undergone several re-organizations since the policy was adopted. At 
the time of adoption, the respective regional supervisor oversaw park staff. That is no longer the case 
and, as a result, we have determined the regional supervisor in this instance is not an appropriate position 
to review this appeal. Nor is the regional park manager, Doug Habermann, the individual who drafted the 
Decision Notice, appropriate. Because of this, I am reviewing your appeal at the first level as the Montana 
State Parks Division Administrator. 

Your appeal makes several contentions, which I will now address. 

First, you argue that Montana State Parks did not comply with constitutional notice and participation 
requirements and ask that the process be restarted. I have consulted with FWP's legal counsel and do 
not agree that the public's rights of notice and participation were somehow violated here. As stated in the 
Decision Notice that you are appealing, the draft EA "was circulated for 30 days and legal notices were 
published in the Jordan Tribune, Billings Gazette, Helena Independent Record, . Miles City Star, and the 
Lewistown News-Argus as well as posted on the Montana State Parks website." The process followed for 
this decision notice was consistent with FWP's practice for the dozens of EAs and Decision Notices issued 
each year. The project was initially presented to the Board as an agenda item October 15, 2014 prior to 
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the 2015 Legislative Session, where funding was sought via the Governor's proposed House Bill 5 capital 
budget. This project and Hell Creek State Park in general, has been discussed by the Board several times 
since the 2014 timeframe. The most recent time a funding decision for the current project was presented 
to the Board was as an agenda item February 16, 2017. At that meeting, the Board again approved the 
capital funding and proceeding with the project. Both times the Board approved the proposed project. 
Copies of the two agenda cover sheets for each of the respective Parks Board meetings, as well as the 
Board minutes from the February 16, 2017 meeting concerning the Hell Creek topic, are attached for your 
reference. FWP also sent out a press release announcing the public comment opportunity regarding the 
facility improvements project at Hell Creek State Park on June 13, 2017. 

Your second, third, and fourth paragraphs are focused on the Thomases' lease ['the Lease''). You contend 
that by not gaining the Thomases' permission, Montana State Parks is in violation of the Lease and that 
Doug Habermann, Region 5 Parks Manager, made "legal conclusions" concerning the Lease. Second, you 
allege those conclusions were incorrect, and that they were contradicted by Tom Reil ly, Acting 
Administrator for Montana State Parks, at the July 6, 2017, Board meeting. Though Montana State Parks 
frequently consults with our attorneys, I disagree with your contention that Mr. Habermann made "legal 
conclusions" in the Decision Notice. More importantly, after consulting with our legal staff, I disagree with 
you regarding the Lease terms. The Lease specifically recognizes the Department's right of access to the 
property "for the purpose of engaging in any activities deemed necessary for the construction, operation, 
and maintenance of the Reservoir, Hell Creek State Park, the concession, and all works and facilities 
appurtenant thereto or for any other purpose authorized or required by law." Paragraph 36 of the Lease 
provides the Lease may not be modified except in writing and by signature of the party, and Mr. Reilly's -
or any other employee's ad-hoc statement during a Board informational agenda item cannot modify the 
contract. 

Your fourth paragraph also contends that the Decision Notice is a "baseless arbitrary decision" with "long
term impacts." I disagree. Montana State Parks followed the standard procedure for this type of project, 
carefully considered a reasonable number of alternatives and public comment, and made a decision as the 
result of that process. The reasoning for the decision, including reasons involving public health and safety, 
is outlined in the Decision Notice. Both the septic system and water cistern have been identified by two 
separate private consulting firms (Peaks-To-Plains and Great West Engineering) as critical for public health 
and safety and which must be addressed. The detailed reports are available. The existing 8,000-gallon 
metal water cistern has reached the end of its useful life and was sized/installed prior to the much of the 
park infrastructure it supports being built over the past decade. The FCS is on the septic system which 
serves the staff housing and comfort station, which it was not designed for. Extending the usable life of 
the current systems simply is not feasible. Within the 1999 concession area, numerous future infrastructure 
site improvements are identified including park roads, the fish cleaning station, RV dump station, the water 
weli and portions of the existing water and septic system within that area. The locations identified have 
been determined to be both the most feasible and economic locations and to have the least impact on the 
park visitors, including park visitors utilizing concession services. 

The ACOE has approved the proposed locations of the 20,000-gallon potable water cistern and the septic 
system for the FCS. Please reference the attached August 11, 2017 memo from the ACOE to FWP that 
states, "Section 6 of lease DACW45-1-93-6035, ensures the Lessee (MTFWP) shall have the right to erect 
additional structures and to furnish additional services in accordance with approved development plan. 
Nothing in Hell Creek Marina's sublease agreement with MTFWP for acreage within Hell Creek State Park 
shall affect, waive, modify or interpret in any manner whatsoever the terms, covenants and conditions of 
the Department of the Army Lease." 
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In your fifth paragraph, you state that Montana State Parks intends to close Hell Creek State Park in 2021. 
This is not the case. Over the past several years, Montana State Parks, community members, and 
stakeholders, have noted the issues present at Hell Creek State Park and explored various management 
options for the park. You are correct that Hell Creek State Park is operated by Montana State Parks subject 
to a lease with the Army Corps of Engineers ("Corps). FWP has had numerous leases with the Corps 
dating back to the 1960's and the current lease expires in April, 2021. However, Montana State Parks has 
no plans to "close" Hell Creek State Park. There are two entire recreational seasons yet to occur before 
the current ACOE lease concludes. 

Your sixth paragraph asks who was responsible for the decision notice and when. As I stated above, the 
project was initially presented to the Board as an agenda item October 15, 2014, and again as an agenda 
item February 16, 2017. Both times the Board approved the proposed project and associated capital 
funding commitments. As you are aware, the Decision Notice was issued on August 14, 2017. 

Based upon the above, your appeal of the Department's Decision Notice for Hell Creek State Park is denied. 

Sincerely, 

Beth Shumate 
Administrator 
Montana State Parks 

Attachments: Mont Code Ann.§§ 2-15-3406 and 23-1-111 
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Parks and Recreation Board October 15, 2014 Meeting Cover Sheet 
Parks and Recreation Board February 16, 2017 Meeting Cover Sheet 
Parks and Recreation Board February 16, 2017 Meeting Minutes 
Army Corps of Engineers August 11, 2017 Memo 
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James Carr 
Carr Law Firm 
611 Pleasant Street 
Miles City, MT 59301 

Dear Mr. Carr, 

THE OUTSIDE IS IN US ALL. 

Director's Office 
PO Box 200701 

Helena, MT 59620-0701 
(406) 444-3186 

Fax (406} 444-4952 
Ref: D0007-19 

January 8, 201,,9 

I am writing in response to your September 19, 2018 appeal regarding infrastructure improvements at 
Hell Creek State Park as outlined in the August 14, 2017 Decision Notice. The appeal process is limited to 
the proposed improvements and that is what I will discuss here. 

First, I want to address your concerns about the timing of Ms. Shumate's decision, When Montana State 
Parks realized that there had been a paperwork error in this matter, we believed it was important to 
expedite a decision. I understand that you feel that there should have been additional meetings prior to 
that decision. Since that time, and prior to my decision today, we have reached out to you and to others 
involved in this issue in response to the concern you raised and have made every effort to meet regarding 
this issue. 

I have reviewed your appeal and I agree with the reasoning outlined by Ms. Shumate In her previous 
decision to you. From my review of the file, it is clear to me that the appropriate public processes were 
followed and notice and opportunity for public participation was provided. Montana State Parks complied 
wit h appropriate legal requirements in reach ing its decision discussed in the August 14, 2017 Decision 
Notice, and was consistent with its prior practices in so doing. 

Your appeal next contends that Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks should gain the Thomases' permission 
before proceeding with the proposed site infrastructure projects. I have reviewed the Thomases' 
"Agreement and Permit" ("the Agreement" ), and believe that FWP is correctly following the terms of that 
Agreement. Under Section 28 (Right of Access) of the Agreement, Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks retained 
a right of access to the proper ty "for t he purpose of engaging in any activities deemed necessary for the 
construction (ernphosis added), operation, and maintenance of the Reservoir, Hell Creek State Park, the 
concession, and all works and facilities appurtenant thereto or for any other purpose authorized or 
required by law." In tact, the Sect ion begins with the clear language of "The Concessionaire recognizes 
the right of ingress and egress ... " Additionally, Section 36 (Modification) of the Agreement provides that 
the Agreement may not be modified except i~ writing and by signature of the parties, which has not 
occurred. 

--------- ·-· -· - ---- -----



Lastly, and most importantly, the challenged infrastructure improvements are proposed to address critical 
public health and safety issues and are for the benefit of all users of Hell Creek State Park. As noted by 

Ms. Shumate, both the fish cleaning station (FCS) septic system and replacement water cistern have been 
identified by two separate private consulting firms (Peaks-To-Plains and Great West Engineering) in recent 
years as critical infrastructure upgrades which are necessary for public health and safety. Extending the 
usable life of the current systems simply is not feasible, and our decision was not arbitrary. 

Based upon the above, your appeal of the Department's Decision Notice for Hell Creek State Park is 
denied. 

C: Aimee Hawkaluk, FWP Legal Counsel 
Beth Shumate, Parks Division Administrator 
Governor's Office 

Sincerely, 

- /! 'J / L ' r . L( .-, • / ,. '--. . \... t L -

Martha Williams 
Director 
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Due to the failed policies of the past, this petition is for the purpose of appealing to our Montana 
Congressional Deligation, to send a request to the US Anny Corp of Engineers, Director of Real Estate, 
in Washington DC, regarding & requesting placing Hell Creek Marina1s, 55 acre lease & concessions 
directly with the US Am1y Corp of Engineers. This is consistant with the leases of all other marina 
concessions on Fort Peck Reservior and most of the entire Missiouri River chain. 

Join Facebook1s group, Friends of Hell Creek Marina in our efforts to bring attention to this issue and 
show support of users of Hell Creek and Montana voters opinions. To contact the congressional 
deligation directly and explain the urgency of the situation the contact numbers are below: 

..,,.,,.._,,,,,. ...... ,,., ............ •• - ••~,,~ __ ,_,,. ,u.,.,n,~• __ .,..,_,, ..,.., _.,,, ...... ,,._._ ... .,. .... ..,,-..~,. .. - , .. , ¼»u_._..,h.._• .. •• ......... , . ......................... ,~ ... .,,. ...... ............ ._...,. __ ...,., ..,,,_ _____ ,.. ...... ._ ..,_.,..,,.__.,.,._ ...... ,,. _ ___ .., ____ .. , __ _ 

_ t,Aail completed hr;ms to: Friendi: t,fI-Iell Creek rvlarina, 1245 Lariat R1Jad, Helena, MT 59602 



Due to the failed policies of the past, this petition is for the purpose of appealing to our Montana 
Congressional Deligation, to send a request to the US Anny Corp of Engineers, Director of Real Estate, 
in Washington DC, regarding & requesting placing Hell Creek Marina's, 5 5 acre lease & concessions 
directly with the US Army Corp of Engineers. This is consistant with the leases of all other marina 
concessiQns on Fort Peck Reservior and most of the entire Missiouri River chain. 

Join Facebook1s group, Friends of Hell Creek Marir~a in our efforts to bring attention to this issue and 
show support of users of Hell Creek and Montana. voters opinions. To contact the congressional 
deligation directly and explain the urgency of the situation the contact numbers are below: 
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Due to the failed policies of the past, this petition is for the purpose of appealing to our Montana 
Congressional Deligation, to send a request to the US Army Corp of Engineers, Director of Real Estate 

. in Washington DC, regarding & requesting placing He11 Creek Marina's, 55 acre lease & concession; 
\ directly with the US Army Corp of Engineers. This is consistant with the leases of all other marina 
\concessions on Fort Peck Reservior and most of the entire Missiouri River chain. 

Join Facebook's group, Friends of Hell Creek Marina in our efforts to bring attention to this issue and 
show support of usefs cYf Hell Creek and Montarta V()ters eipittiott.s. . To Mfitaet tM Mrtgressi6naJ 
de ligation directly and explain the urgency of the situation the contact numbers are below: 

US Senator Steve Daine.~: 202-22-1-2651; US Senator Jon Tester: 202-224-2644; US House R~prescntative, Gree Gianfortc: 202-225-3211_ 

~ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· ~-
~l completed forms to: Friends of Hell Creek Marina, 1245 Lariat Road, Helena, MT 59602 

' 
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Due to the failed policies of the past, this petition is for the purpose of appealing to our Montana 
Congressional De ligation, to send a request to the US Army Corp of Engineers, Director of Real Estate, 
in Washington DC, regarding & requesting placing Hell Creek Marina's, 55 acre lease & concessions 
directly with the US Army Corp of Engineers. This is consistant with the leases of all other marina 
concessions on Fort Peck Reservior and most of the entire Missiouri River chain. 

Join Facebook's group, Friends of Hell Creek Marina in our efforts to bnng attention to this issue and 
show support of users of Hell Creek and Montana voters opinions. To contact the congressicmal 
deligation directly and explain the urgency of the situation the contact numbers are below: 

US Senator Steve Daine.~: 202-224-2651; US Senator Jon Tester: 202-224-2644; US Hou.~e Representative, Gree Gianfortc: 202-225-3211 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------· > -------------------------------------------

Mail c?mpleted forms to: Friends of Hell Creek Marina, 1245 Lariat Road, Helena, MT 59602 



Due to the failed policies of the ·past, this petition is for the purpose of appealing to our Montana 
Congressional Deligation, to send a request to the US Artny Corp of Engineers, Director of Real Estate, 
in Washington DC, regarding & requesting placing Hell Creek Marina1s, 55 acre lease & concessions 
directly with the US Army Corp of Engineers. This is co.nsistant with the leases of all other marina 
concessions on Fort Peck Reservior and most of the entire Missiouri River chain. 

Join Facebook',s group, Friends of Hell Creek Marina in our efforts to bring attention to this issue and 
show support of users of Hell Creek and Montana voters opinions. Tq c.ontact the. c0ngressionar 
de ligation-directly and explain the urgency of the situation the contacfnumbers are below: - . - . . . •. • 

----------------------------------------------------------------.--------------~------ ---- ------ - --··-- -- ----
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------. ------------------------ --------- --------------
__ u ________ u _________________________ . ~y_ . u-------------•--• ---- . • --:••••-•-- ; _•--•-•----•----------------, --------------

. . . --------------------------------------------------------------------·· -.· - --------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------- ----- .---------------(--------·--·---------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ . --------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---~~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- .,_ \1 completed forms to: Friends of Hell Creek Marina, 1245 Lariat Road, Helena, Mr 59602 
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Due to the failed policies of the past, this petition is for the purpose of appealing to our Montana 
Congressional Deligation, to send a request to the US Army Corp of Engineers, Director of Real Estate, 
in Washington DC, regarding & requesting placing Hell Creek Marina's, 55 acre lease & concessions 
directly with the US Army Corp of Engineers. This is consistant with the leases of all other marina 
concessions on Fort Peck Reservior and most of the entire Missiouri River chain. 

Join Facebook's group, Friends of Hell Creek Marina in our efforts to bring attention to this issue and 
show support of users of Hell Creek and Montana voters opinions. To contact the congressional 
deligation directly and explain the urgency of the situation the contact numbers are below: 

US Senator Steve Daines: 202-224-2651; US Senator Jon Tester: 202-224-2644; US House Represcntativc,.....Greg Gianfortc: 202-225-3211 
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. /.:~ Due to the failed' policies of the past: this petition is for the_ purpose ofi~pp6aling t<t o~r Montana 
Congressional :Qeligation, to send a request to the US Army Corp ofEngineets,":bir~ctor of Real Estate, 
In Wash1ngton ·nt, regard.mg &. requesting p1adng He11 treek Marinars, 55 acre tease & concessions 0 . directly with the US Anny Corp of Engineers. This is -consistant with the leases of : all other marina 

.:::;:> (; . concessions on Fort P_eck Re~ervim and most of the entire ~ss{ouri River cha_in." . · ·. 

eJ Join Facebook's group, Friends of Hell Creek Marina in our efforts to bring attention to this issue and 
· snow sui't'Oft of u~ers or Hell· _creek· _a1111 Motttatta voters 6t'ffilotts\- To e0t1tAtt -the -c~ng,MttonaI 
deligation directly and explain the urgency ?f the situation the contact numbers are below: 

US Senator·Steve Daines; 202--224-2651; US SC!!ator Jon Tester: 202-224-2644; US House Representative, Gree Gianforte: 202-225-321\ 

· Printed nlltnc: Signature: Address, Cjjy. State & Zip Code Phone number: _ email address 

/ ~ -.·. ·. .,_ ' f· .. --_-_-_:' 
.. .... ·. . . . . .. 

• ' . ,. ·. 

. , 



C Due t~ th~ failed policies of the:·past, this petition is for the purpose of appealing to _our M-0ntaha 
Congressional Deligation, fo send a request to the US Army Coqf ofEngine.ers,Director of Re.al Estate, 

.. In Washington ne, regarding.~--requesting ptadng 'tie11 Creek Madnats, 55 acre tease & con~essfons 
· directly with the US Ani:iy Corp of Engineers. This is consistant with the l~ases of _all other marina 
concessions on Fort Peck Reservior and most of the entire Missiouri River chain. · 

. . . . . . . 

Join Facebook'~' group, Friends of Hel_l Creek_ MariQ.a in our" efforts to b_ring attentio~· t~ this issueand 
SHOW §U~t'"ft M use,s Of Htn · CteeK ;;\ttd MOfi.Wi! V6tefg. ~i,i:tti~tti. T6_. Mtttaot . the · Mitgfe§~Mftc:tl 
deligation directly and explain th~ urgency of the situation the _contact numbers are l:?elow: · · 

US Senator Steve Daines: 202--224-2651; ·us Senator Jon Tester: 202-224-2644; US House Repre;iintative, Greg Glanforte: 202-225-32{1 . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 

Printed name: email address 
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Due to the failed policies of the past, this petition is for the purpose of appealing to our Montana 
Congressional Deligation, to send a request to the US Anny Corp of Engineers, Director of Real Estate, 
in Washington DC, r~garding & requesting placin~ Helt Creek Madna1s, 55 acre tease & concessions 
directly with the US Army Corp of Engineers. This is consistant with the leases of all other marina 
concessions on Fort Peck Reservior and most of the entire Missiouri River chain. 

Join Facebook's group, Friends of Hell Creek Marina in our efforts to bring attention to this issue and 
show suppott of usets ◊f Hell cteek artd Motttitfia v◊tets opi:tiiorts. To cotttact the cortgfessMttaJ 
deligation directly and explain the urgency of the situation the contact numbers are below: 

US Senator Steve Daines: 202-224-2651; US Senator Jon Tester: 202-224-2644; US House Representative, Greg Gianforte: 202-225-32i l 



Due to the failed policies of the past, this petition is for the purpose of appealing to our Montana 
Congressional Deligation, to send a request to the US Anny Corp of Engineers, Director of Real Estate, 
in Washington DC, regarding & requesting placing Hell Creek Marina's, 55 acre lease & conces:;ions 
directly with the US Anny Corp of Engineers. This is consistant with the leases of all other marina 
concessions on Fort Peck Reservior and most of the entire Missiouri River chain. 

Join Facebook's group, Friends of Hell Creek Marina in our efforts to bring attention to this issue and 
show support of users of Hell Creek and Montana voters opinions. To contact the congressional 
deligation directly and explain the urgency of the situation the contact numbers are below: 



) 
"Hell Creek State Park Master Site & Management Plan" (Draft Plan: October 16, 2015). I have enclosed 
a few of their findings! (Encl 4) 

a, para 15.2 If Montana State Parks continues to manage the recreation area after 2021, consider 
amending the lease boundary to exclude the concessionaire's facilities. This will allow the ACOE to 
directly administer the concessionaire's contract, eliminating a layer of management. The revenues 
from the concessionaire to the State provide such little return on investment, it is logical to conclude 
that those revenues do not even cover the staff time to manage the contract. 

b, Excerpt from Plains to Peaks Conclusion. While this is often challenging in a state agency 
environment, Hell Creek State Park also operates within the challenges of federal agencies and a private 
concessionaire. Operations that are commonplace for public entities do not operate the same for the 
free market. 

c, Montana State Parks has a contractual arrangement with a private concessionaire, dated 1999 and 
expires in 2018. The concessionaire must not only comply with the contract parameters, but is also 
subject to ACOE inspections, regulations and standards. The entire presentation is on MTSP web page. 



James A. Gustafson 
1245 Lariat Rd 
Helena, MT 59602 

16 March 2018 

This is my sworn statement concerning a meeting I attended July 6, 2017. The meeting was titled 
"Montana State Parks & Recreation Board Agenda Montana WILD, Auditorium, Helena, MT, July 6, 
20171 

My statement concerns the portion of the meeting concerning Hell Creek State Park and the 55-acre 
lease controlled by Clint and Deb Thomas, Hell Creek Marina. 

During the meeting, I asked the following question. "Does Montana State Parks have the legal authority 
to develop any portion of the Thomas's 55-acre lease without the Thomas's permission? My question 
was directed to the Montana State Parks & Recreation Board and the acting Montana State Parks' 
Director, Tom Reilly. Mr. Reilly indicated that they do not. Tom Towe, the Montana State Parks & 
Recreation Board President, asked Mr. Reilly, if the issue with the Thomases can't be resolved, what 
would happen. Mr. Reilly's response was that they would have to move any developments outside the 
55 acres. Mr. Towe informed Mr. Reilly that he had not answered my original question, and Mr. Towe 
again asked Mr. Reilly if they (MTSP) were legally obligated to allow him (Clint Thomas) to put 
something in the 55-acres if he chooses to. Mr. Reilly's response indicated he (Clint Thomas) could! Mr. 
Towe again asked Tom Reilly "does he (Clint Thomas) have full control or do we (MTSP)"? Mr. Reilly's 

response was "Mr. Chairman, I don't think we (MTSP) have the right to put anything in without his (Clint 
Thomas's) consent"! Mr. Reilly also stated "without some reasonableness prevailing, we will not have a 
project, and he would contact Mr. Thomas in an apparent attempt to gain Mr. Thomas's approval! 



James Carr 
Carr Law Firm 
611 Pleasant Street 
Miles City, M'f 59301 
Telephone: (406) 234-4569 
Carrncarr@midrivers.co ru 

Attorney for Petitioners 

FILED 

AUG 21 2018 
Jennif M" Crawford 

Clerk of District Court Garfield County 

:VIONTANA SIXTRKNTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, GARFIELD COUNTY 

JA.lvIES GUSTAFSON, Individually, and as ) 
President and Director for FRIENDS OF HELL ) 
CREEK, Inc. a \.1ontana 11011-prnfil 50l(c)(3) ) 

) 
Petitioners, ) 

) 
VS. ) 

) 
DOUG HABERMAJ\i, in his capacity as Region) 
Five Montana State Purks Administrator, ) 
MONTANA STATE PARKS DIVISION ) 
(Regjon 5) and MONTANA Fl SH WJI .DI JFE ) 
and PARKS, DEPARTYIE1\T ) 

Respondent( s). 
) 

) 

) 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, ) 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, U.S. ARMY) 
CORP OF ENGTNEERS, REAL EST ATE ) 
DlVfSTON as an Interested Party ) 

Cause No.: DV-2018-11 

Honorable Michael B. Hayworth, 
D1strict Judge 

AMENDED 
APPLICATION FOR PRELIMINARY 
INJU~CTION ANU TEMPORARY 
RESTRAINING ORDER 

Petitioners, .!AMES A. GUSTAFSON and FREINDS OF HELL CREEK INC. a \ 1onta:na 

nvnprofi" 5il \ ((:)<.1_}, move for H Prdimwary 11~juncti0n pursuant to /vfont. Co<le An n.§ 27- 19-

'20 l and u Temprira:~,· R1:~:training Order pursuant w \.font. Code :\nn. § 27- l ')-3 .l 4. 



I. The Ftlmo112r5 have fikd or ,m: in the procc:-i:; of filing;; C:cmpiai •)'., a Brief in 

~upp,)ri of this Application,. :J.nd support Aflid<1vib att,:ched to said l.3riet; ail of 

wl-:id, are made ,1 part hereof by rni~0rcnce. 

2. ,\s cxpiained in the: Complainr wd in rhe Petitioner< Brief in support of this 

Application: 

a. This ,Klion concern~ rhe rign: PdiuoJkrs :o panicipme in, <1ul apµeal , 

<"igency {kci::;ion:; w develop state parks ;;nu tishing access sites, and to 

r(!solve disrutes at the lowe:st adminis:1rative which Petitioner~- attempted 

to do. 

h. Spc,:i l1c,11 ly, thi::; acirc•n C.Oii,:t:nis Peri ti uncrs' n!.ijectiun., to Resp1>nd~nt 

kegic,n:d P:1:-k, i\fona~er Hd:,cnT1<111: 1 ';-; :"-loti~:e of Agency Dcc:is10n of 

A.ugu,t J4, 20!7. (Exhibit!, Re:;pnndc:nr's N-:-1ti;;e nf Agency Decision). 

c. P.::titioners timely submirti:!d an objecrion to Rc~pumknt Habermann'~ 

ag1:ncy ck.ci,;!nn on St;pWmber 12. 201 7. (Exhibit 2., FHC's Sept.ember l 2 • 

.2017 Leit,:r). 

d. Hx::;pnm.knr l·h1be::nnann. af Regional ~vianagcr (i c. !:iuperv1snr) is th~ first 

kvcl of n::vil'w. (See Exhibit 3, F\VP "/1..PPtALS PROCEDURE. FAS 

\ND PAICK DFVILOJ'iV1ENTS, Adopted lOiUit 99='. and s2e "\.. 

DE.PART1v1ENT RLS?ONSE TO AN :\PPEAi'') 

e. Despir~, the kgal rcquirc:1-;itnt that the Rc::,prn:dcnt shali [mustJ notify· 

P::-l iti,:mtr' ,,:'the n.:ccir,t ,if,.1ppc:1.l within lO day:-;, Ri:!~pondent 

Habbcrrnan has failed (u do $0. ld. (ref Exhibit 3 ;ian ''V"). 

!'. As a Jin~ci (:1)n.scquence .:,f Rcsponc!e11.t llabcmrnnn ·s legal failmc:s, 

Pcti1ionexs wcr:· ,:L-~nied. r111d ..:ontinue to be denied, !heir rights to have 

rh,:;r objccti(Ju.s [app(~alJ addressed in a 11011-<1.dversarial trnmner and tlx: 

additionai oppo,'tunily tu resolve the dispur,:-_ This dcnic~, withcut any 

--:(lllt:ide,-a,ion whn'.~1)ncr, i.hc P~1i1ioner~; oppm1unity to re.solve the matter 



\ rhruugh foci /1nding_. a sire visit, ht~-arings (Ir nx:c:ing<s wbich can include 

othrr p;1:tics, i111i_;nnal mcdiati1)rJ ,y- negotiations. (Jd.). 

g. b addi1ion to 1)tbe!· objections contained in th,~ Petitioners letter of 

Sepremlx:r l 2, 201 7, Rcspor ident Hahcnnann · s agency decision selects a 

locaiio.1 l"(>r tbz• proposed p!nc::::ment of pcmwncnt encumbrance;, on 

prup,.:rty \•,--here Ile lad:s authority or i:cntwl to do .so. and, !o ihe brst c,f 

Pdit7cn-'.'r,' :nform:ition and bcli.l:'f he: lJ.i:'i iWl ,>btaincd permi:;:s.ion .falrn 

the le:1scl1:,1Lb· (Exhibit ,i_ F\.VP Subkn:,i..· t,) L,~asclwickrJ. 

:1. Consisicnt with Petitic,ncrs· asserted po~:ition, the Respondent:-; immediatt 

supervisor pllhlkly te;;tified to '.vlSP Board tbar ;\,ISP required the 

:cas,:h:,lders· p,".nt1is~:ion before MSV cftn k>c,uc lhc infrastmctmt witbin 

!he 55-acre m,1.rina. (Exhihit 5, Petj ,ioner JG nntcs :is transcribed from hi:; 

personal recording ur.Tuly 6, 2017 MSP H0ard :vtecting). 

1. ll0tirinncr h:is ;1 direct interesi in Ilic.' agency d0c:i~ion and tocat1011 uf the 

pr,·,iws,:·d in;'ra;~(rudmc 1mpnwc,rn~nt/i bec,ut·,-:: ,hey; d) frm11aily nbjecttd 

,.hning th,·- pubiie; coJnrr;cm pc·riod, <2 J use the park an<l (;\) f>eii, ioncrs 

propu-;.ai to vpern.tc th;; park i,1et tllt' statutory (kadlme <lfld is cuirenlly 

r,ccertcd a:, i::ubnHttcd hy th~ ,kpar(n;ent (Exhibit 6, FHC P;-opo~al to 

Operate HCRA(Park Milt Dat.sopuulos/.Jame;:; G11st.afc:;<1n). 

J. Ir Respondent fa pennittc-cl to act outside ch~ scope of his aut!writy, and 

ck,<'.'.s no{ obiai11 permission l,) nceupy the property as propo~;e<l, FHC ;1s 

Rc::-'(Joncicm·~ kgal succ,~sor may need tn rernove the cncumbrnnc:e~ or 

oti<:rwts<.> c.omrensJte the bw"tit::inl {cascholdcr. 

.k. Li:: clear frorn ,1 plain rending of the: a~reern,~ot~; that Re\pondr:cnt 

H:obi;<ru1ann is op,~rr,ti11g ouri,,dc lhl' .scope of hi.~ lcgd uu:horitv bcc;m:c;c 

his reservJtion i:: for acce~:.s only. {See Exhi!)it 4, F\VP Lcu:,ehold 

l\greenh.:nt. p,ir:i. "lo). 



•
1\,xe~;:, is (.'btain,.:d on.ly hy ingre;:;~ and egress, and only for ::;pccified 

activ1ties. (ld.} 

rn. While tbc activities indude constructiou the title and phi.:1 language of tht' 

paragrnph and thL· le<1schold ag;·.:ement 1ak:::n entirely, clearly contemplate 

kmpornry use ofthc propeny via acc:e:-.~ while Respondent constructs 

infols:tn1cture on it~; own property rnthtr than p-:rrnanent occupation of 

urori::rry 1.vithin the: leasehold. (Td. Paras .I, 28 and 36). 

n. Rt;:-;pomknt Habemumn, to the best of Petitioners· knowledge, has not 

modified t11e Leasehold Agreement or obtained the signature of the 

burdened party. (!d. ar p,:rn. 36,. 

-.,. [n r.licir nbi~~-: ,i,iL 1\::.r.hon..:;;; a.0,sc1i Rc~ponckut provided inadequate 

no:icc ;1cd 1hat rn1)re stringcm noric0 wa, n:quir;';d du:: w the nature of1hc 

projects being proposed. P,.::ririoncr" huv"· no idea whether these asscr1ion;; 

,ifl' correct if the R~:,Jwn,knt do;es irn1 i.:vt:n ackno,vlcdge the Petitionc:·s 

filed an ohjel:Tinr) m1d appeal. (Ex hi bit 2, P ·s S/ 1 l '.2/2(ll 7 Letter). 

p. Drniug the corrnnent period, Petitioner, Jami::-: Gu~tafson, personally 

appeared. and testified at a Stille Parks ho<1rd mceling where ncquiring the 

lca:::.drnldcr~ permission Wi!S di5CUS;,t:.d, x,d the resrimonl of the f>,iSP 

,1dn1in:.-,trntor We.=> tha' penni.ssion ,va:-.; a re<.Juir,'.JJ:enL yei fi ve weeks later 

permis~;ion '.Vas wn,eho,,.· 110 longer a rcquircn:~rrt Again. without ~ven a 

rc'srons,~ from the Re::.pondu~l! Pe1iti1)ncrs have no mfotmation for why 

tl11s occ·w-red. Conf<cqw:::1tly, there is Ll lack of transparency which lh(; 

admmistrntivc <1pp1.;al is required, by !av,, to addres:;. It hJs not. (Sec 

Exh;bit ·"· P .! Ci' s tran::;cription of 7/6/20 l 7 d1scu:,;;ic-nJ. 

q. Peli wmcr~; use the service provi!kcl by 11:t' leaseholder bec,m;;;~ the 

kGscholdcr, JS a condition cif t'.le m:uina kasehoid agre(:mcnt. is the only 

unc prnvirl.ing- ·,'tnd in some c::iscs lhc unly able to pn:vitk--'.;udi :,ervici;;S. 



) 
(Exhibit 4, FWP L::asehold Agrc,~rnent). Cun'.,c.q~icntiy. Peritioncrs felt 

cumpcl!cd t(i objc...:t to the obviously incon-Gcl and illogical condu:,ion that 

les~: u~::ibk prop(:'rty within the n:wrina are,.1 \\··ill not affrct the 

lea~eho!ders · businc~,s 

r. Fvcn rhnJgb this mMtl.'.r continually e·,,olv(:::;, the actual kgal ~tarns 

ad0pt('.d by rhe board frillO\:vmg a .~ep,irat.' admini-,trative process is thar 

\fSf' ii; lc .. n:ing the park ;H the conclu<;ion pf :he current lease {Exhibit 7. 

\,:!SP Bmud MiHules l.2-l<i/2015) yet M:-iP plans ID spend over $770,000 

jw,t prior!<, t!Ki!- der,c1rturc·. (Exhibit 8, .M'.3P Horird Meeting 2/ 16/20: 7). 

\:Vithout: a rei.:pons<:: from th~ Respondent_ and the ability to appcr:I his 

d~c1~im1, P;.;li tioners are denic:d information or adnt)Wlcdgmenr of tb(!ir 

s. New infom1atio11 is avail ah[(: fo!fow1n::; A legishtive audit which was not 

av,.rihbk ar the time lhP- noti~c' :.:1f llw ,tgency decji;ron v,1hich could alt0r 

the de._·i:,ion. CExhihi1 9, Angu~ Maci,er April 20 ! g Lt:ircr to MT 

Legi~iarivc Audit Cornrnitlec Re performance 3'Jdit of MSP). \V ithout this 

Cou·(s directive the :1ff1.~cr ::f'tht: nc:w ini:c>nnation on the deci:,ion \.Viti nor 

Re:;p()ndcar h ibennann deriv,:s i1:s nnthority hy virtue of his positi,rn in 

)Vlont:ma State Parks. Montana State Parks , ... ·;_is l},nrntcd atHhu1·ity to 

opcraL.:· pm-k::,;, hut the, F'vVP Commission rdained all authority of fishing 

a.nd \,'al<:.r access sitts so there is a !cg.itinrnte legal que.,tion of w'i'10 

controb ,\ marina h~(,Htsc by definition ;i rnarirni i~ ;\ thiling ;,cc.e.,s ,;ite. 

The •.:unnict.. 01 abscnc<..: th~rt<.1f, bci·-v?en Mont. Cork A1rn. {§ 23-J -J l l 

:rnd i::7- I-.10iwiil r,:main if the Respondent is :d!owc-d L:i ignore 



u. Pt:litiow:t·s agree the ,igcncy d~cisi(ln involves n,g,~nt mater:; th::it should 

he 1-.::-;nlvcd ?xpediently. but this is all lh..: more reason to locar?-rhc 

imprnvc:mcnl' on propt:rr.y where doing <.;o is nor i:1 diSipute or where 

µern 1ission is not rccqu ir1.~d. ( [xhihit. I 0. Declan\tion of Pt::titioncr James 

CJustafaL1t1J. 

v. The: R·:sp(rndcnt, wen.: aware of rhe di::;pu(n.1 nature of ibc sckcted 

location. ,uxi had mixed vicw.s within tb.i:ir m'fn divi~ion but is:;ued the 

agency des.:ision nnd are proceeding with cn11:;truc1ior1 in any evc1,t. Td. 

w. Construction or pre-corrntruciion activity is ongoing, and at least from ·:he 

iimiied i nfcnm,tion provided to th.! Petitiunas, may a.dually L~ommcnce 

Auguc.;t l 5 . .2018, if it has not alr,:ady commenced. S,.;c., Exhibit l L IvlSP ':; 

Pre-Constmcti,rn Conforence Agenda). 

x. Pditiom:rs. through their Prc\id~n\ me: with thi~ tvlontm1a State Pm-ks 

Dirc,:tor ,,n.d an ag(:ncy admtnist.rntor tu express .Pttitit,ncrs' (Oncerns and 

dcmnnd infonm.1.tion why construction i~) cornrrnmcing prior io the 

R..:-~pond1:nb prCtcGs,c;ing tlwir r:ppcal or cv,:n ac:knowicdging receipt of the 

oh_iection a.nd appeal. (Exhibit 10). 

y. Respondet1ts did nor provide 'l reason ,tt the m,~ering, and have no\ 

provided infon-nation ,i.s of rhis iilmg yd there is e1.t•~ry indi.::a!ion that prc

pbnning .;onslrndion proceeds unabated.{ Td.). 

If 1.~ousl flJCiinn \.'.nmrneHt:es Ptci,inncr \\'ill be denied the right t,, appe;1l 

even thcugb the Respondent's own ruks. '>1atl: l"w, a1td tht, c:on~tinnlo·n of 

tht: Stat.,: oCM,nt.,;na ckarly provide lbaL the R.c~pomicnt trn;y not 

s;0n:mc1xe con~tniction until the final rc:-;o[ution of th~ z:ppcal. (Ex.hibit :\). 

;Ia. Th~ pnxcssing of the appeal irvdvc:; not only the- initiai review by Uic 

rcspon(knt, but also an appeal to the FWP Dir~ctor hL·rself an.d eithe..- the 

!vlontana Sta1<:' P:irh Board or '.he F ish \VilcliitiJ :rnd r':1rk, Commission 



dq)~ncl!ng :n1 who rhis Court determines ha5 ultimate authority with 

re~pl'ct 10 ti1e. sd,::ckd lo~ati<.'n given the Cr:ct lhat it is by designation a 

marina. 1d. 

i The Pelili()iWrs are likely lo suffer irr~parnhk harm ;rnd loss if the Rcspondeni•s 

4. The Rt ~por,,.knr~,. by corn111cncing c,rnstnictio,1 pri,Jr t1; folly pr<>el~ssing 

Petitioners objection and a-rpcaJ arc violating .Petitioners right~ to pa1 ticipale in 

~he August 1 ~f, 2017. ::i.gcn~y de,;;jsiO!l through to its {'(r:,cl us ion and the results of 

Rcspti11Jcnfs ;Kt'icms will tbcrc-by render r-my judgrnent •.vholly ineffevt:1.1al. 

5. The Pci.i linnc'r:, appc:ar likely m succeed (•n th~ir claim!; for permanent injt:.t,ctivi:.

rl'l iel. 

6. Tbe Pc.t.itiorn:rs bave nn :idequatc: remedy at law. 

7. Gt eater injury wiH b~ intlictc-d upon rhe Petitioners by the dcn1al of a tempornry 

restraining order and preliminary ir~jtmc[.i,.-c relief lh::in '.1/ould be intiicted upon 

the Respondents by ~'.ranting ~.uch relief. 

8 Granting injunctive- relief in rhc:-;e circumstances -.-,,oukl promote the puhlir; 

inter~sr. 

9. The Petitioners c-cnify, th1w,1gh undersigned counsel. rhat they gave or ar~ in the 

pn 1,·e,,.s of giving notiC;;.! nf thi~ i\ppiinti0n to the Ri:srondenl by fa~;i;ig or 

:.'mailing <Xipies PDF -;c;;,ns ol'the A..pplication fc,r Prelir11inru-y Jnjun.:tion and 

Ternr:-1ra:-y Rt?-~training Order, Brief in Support pf Application for Prnlimin&ry 

Injunction ,ind 11.'.mporary Rt::::training Order, and Comp.Jaine tO chc R.cspomknt 

roµ·cth.:r '-:vitb ::.nv L:d1.ibits and any :;upp<>1i.il.lg infor11,.1t100 as wel l as to llis 

:;L: p1:riors and rhc Attorney General by the mc,sr expcd1tioL.:; me,ms . .PctiliOilt'rS arr; 

it) tlk: proces:c- of determining where the lnten:sicd Party, US;\('f!., slionld rec-ciH: 



\VHEREFO:ZL, Petitioners, rc:,pectfol;y i\X\U,:;5( that this Court c:nter an Ord_;r granting n:l icf as 
follows: 

1. Immediately enjoining the Respondent and his region, division or department or 

agents, whether public or private, from commencing or continuing any construction activity 

which pertains to the August 14, 2017 Notice of Agency decision until final resolut ion of 

Petitioners appeal; 

2. That the Order apply to the .Respondent whether acting directly or indirectly, and 

wht:ther acting alone or in concert vvith others, including any agents, superiors, servants,. 

employees, atiomeys, successors and ai;;signs and those persons in active concert or participation 

with the Respondents; 

3. That the Order remain in full fon:e and effect until such time as this Court 

specifically orders otherwise; 

4. That the Petitioners be granted leave to commence discovery immediately in aid 

of preliminary tn_Junction proceedings before the Court; and 

5. That the Respondents shall show cause before this Court on a date specified why 

a Preliminary fnjunction should not be ordered according to the terms and conditions set forth 

above. 

Datccl this 21
st 

day of August, 2018. 

CARR LAW FIRM 

,,----- /J 
By (/1.4:= / c: ~_,.,/ --,-<""ji;:-::,~,,...n=1c_s_C_,a_/i..,.r_ ,,_, -

L_. 
tarr Law Firm 
6 l I Pleasant Street 
Miles City, MT 5930 l 
Telephone: ( 406) 234-4569 
carmcarr(a1,midrivers.com 

... 



CERTIFK,\ TE OF SERVICE 

J hcrdw cx~rtifv that a true. ;;nd con-cc, conics of the forcuoin2 /\nnlication for Tenmorarv 
Restrnininu Or~ic.r. the Brief in Suooo.rt of:.-·\-oolication for Prefiminarv Tniunction and Temnoran: 
Restraininv Ordc:r the Comolaint for Declaratorv Re.lief and fo iunction as well a;:; all Exhibits and 
anv t)thcr sunn.-,1-rin rr docurnenr~ alon12 with coni..::.::; of the Court Summon.'>. as annronriale. were 
nruvi<l1:.·d bv tbc most ~·-xtiediti;H1-, :r:1e.ans eitiwr bv ernail. bx. or hand ddiverv and that the 
lZc.<,1xmdent a,1d tllt:: AHtirnev Cenera! are being per~Gnallv sen-iced ,m this 2 l ;, duv of August. 
~0}8. upon the folkiwing: - , _, ' . 

Doug H,1bcrn:ann 
Eastern Region hrks Ma.cager 
2300 Lake Elmo Drive, l3illi-i,?.:~ MT 59 ! 05 
dhabennann(rZ:mt.gov 

Montana Attorney General Tim Fox 
Office of the Attorney General 
215 N Sanders Street 
Helena, MT 5960 I 
DOJ{cv,mt.gov 

Montana State Parks/FWP 
P.O. Box 20070 l 
Helena, MT 59620-070 I 
/\\·n.mL !,!OV 

bshumatc@mt.gov 

Interested Party 

U.S. Am1v Com of Engineers 
Real Estate Division 
[DET~MIU,{fNG ]b7 

a,U&_/_. 7--~~-l~1~~~ 
i 
'----~· 



MO-'ITANA SIXTEENTH .JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, GAlU'IELO COUNTY 

JAMES GUSTAFSON, Individually, and as ) 
President and Director for FRIENDS OF HELL ) 
CREEK, Inc. a Montana non-profit 50l(c)(3) ) 

) 
Petitioners, ) 

) 
VS. ) 

) 
DOUG HARERMAN. in his capacity as Region ) 
Five Montana State Parks Administrator, ) 
MONTANA STATE PARKS DJVlSlON 
(Region 5) and MONTANA fl SH WlT ,DLJFE 
and PARKS. DEPARTMENT 

Respondent(s ). 

) 

Cause No.: 

Honorable Nickolas Murnion, 
Distri(;t Judge 

APPLICATION FOR PRELIMINARY 
IN.TUNCTION AND TEMPORARY 
RE.STRAINING ORDER 

DECLARA TlON OF JAMES 
GUSTAFSO:~ 

l, James Gustafson, lhc under~isncd as u Pctition~r, in the above entitled action, ddy 
swear under oath that: 

To the bes1 of my knowledge, the material facts stated herein ancl within the complaint 
are tiue. Also, to the best of our knowledge the contents of exhibits and any other materials 
referenced or attached thereto, and within or reforences by this Declaration, were received hy 
me, and/or Friends of Hell Creek, Inc., or by my attorney on our behalf and are written by the 
senders therein des.;ribed and contain details relevant to the actions in question and affect or 
threaten similar acts upon Petitioners. 

n) I am over 18 years of age, being of sound mind and body, and have personal knowledge 
of the matters di:.cussed herein. 

h) I am a Petitioner in the above captioned complaint, application for TRO and brief in 
support of the TRO application filed in Garfield County State District Court, Cause 
lTBD) . 

James Gustafson Declaration Supporting Motion Pagel of S 
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c) The Complaint is a verified complaint rcqucstir.g declaratory and injunctive relief, 
protective orders, damages and any other such relief the Court deems proper or equitable 
based upon the circumstances descr1bed within the Complaint. 

d) l have reviewed the Complaint and Application for TRO and tht: facts and materials 
therein contained togc:ther with the infonnat ion contained in this Declaration and 
referenced in the Complaint, Application and Brief in Support of the Application as being 
ALL are Lrne and correct 

e) There is no other plain, speedy or adequate remedy in the ordinary course oflaw to 
address my claims, or the claims of my group the Friends of Hell Creek, and provide 
relief from present and foturc injury caused by the Respondenl' s and superiors and agents 
failure to abide by the laws, rules and procedures governing the operation of their offices 
which are held in public trust pursuant to and in operation of tv(ontana law. 

f) The Respondent Doug Habennann and the Respondent's division and department have 
only the authority granted :hem by the Montana Constitution and the legislature, and they 
ar~ obligated to follow nll laws, procedures and administrative regulations in fulfilling 
their respective duties. Montana luw requires them to adopt and follow administrative 
procedures or rules commonly known as the Montana Admittisrrative Procedures Act or 
MAP A. MSP, by law ha<; control over parks, but not maiin.as. 

g) I submitted an objection and appeal onbehalf of the Friends of Hell Ctcck as pennitted by 
law and agency rules within the time period. 

h) I specifically objected to the Notice of Agency Decision of August 14, 2017 by mailing 
my letter making those objections to the agency director as instructed in agency materials 
available to the pnhlic. 

i) it is ubu my asse11ion that Montana State Parks' failure 1o honor the contrac1 hetween 
MTSP and the leaseholder, concerning the RV/camping site:. has limited my ability to get 
long term camping sites or a campsite that Montana State Parks cannot provide. This is 
due to an inadequate reservation system that does not work and a failure to relocate 
primitive sites bui!L below the high-water mark to usable sites elsewhere on Montana 
State Parks' !ease. Montana State Parks' failure to honor the contract limits the ability 
for Hell Creek Marina 's leaseholder to provide overflow· camping, as authodzed in the 
Marina's leaseholder's contract. The proposed septic system contained in the agency 
decision places farther limits on the 55-acre leasehold and reduces service options whic}: 
the pubUc will use. 

j) The current planned and contested construction will infringe on and limit the cum:nt d1y 
dock facilities owned by Hell Crct:k Marina ·s leaseholder and \.viii eliminate any funm: 
expansion of said dry <locks. This, in turn, will affect my ability to store my RV and boat 
in the future. 
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k) If Montana State Parks is allowed to take the Hell Creek Marina business away from the 
leaseholder Md assume ownership ofHell Creek Marina, it will limit or eliminate a large 
portion of the essential service currently provided by the leaseholder, due to Montana 
State's liability rules and regulations. As a private business, and in accordam:e with their 
contract, all leaseholders are authorized to provide these services. These services are 
critical to my continued use oft.he Hell Cre-,ek Recreation Area, and, if they cannot be 
provided, I will not be able to utilize the Hell Creek Area! 

I) To the best ofmy infomrntion and belief the 55-acres have been designated a'5 a ''marina'' 
for more than 40 years. 

m) While attending a Montana State Parks & Recreation Board meeting titled ·'Monlana 
Stale Parks & Recreation Board Agenda :\1onLana \VILD at the Audito1ium, Helena, MT, 
July 6, 20 l 7, l asked the following question. "Does Montana State Parks have the legal 
authority to develop any portion of the Thomases· 55-acre .lease without the Thomases' 
pe1mission? \lly question was directed to the .Montana State Parks & Recreation Board 
and the acting Montana State Parks' Director, Tom Reilly. Mr. Reilly indicated tha1 they 
do not. Tom Towe, the Montana State Parks & Recreation Board President, asked Mr. 
Reilly if the issue with the Thomases can't be resolved, whm would happen. IVlr. Reilly's 
r~sponse was that rhey would have to move any Llevelopmcnts outside the 55 acre.s. M.r. 
Tov.'e informed Mr. Reiliy that he had not answercti my original question, and Mr. Towe 
again asked Mr. Reilly if they (MTSP) were legally obligatt:d to allow him (Clint 
'Thomas) to put something in the 55-acres if he chooses w. \'Ir. Reilly's rcsponsr 
indicated he (Cl int Thomas) could! Mr. Towe again asked Tom Reilly "dots he (Clint 
Thomas) have full control or do we {MTSP)?" Mj. Rcilly"s response was "Mr. 
Chaim1an, J don't think we (tvfTSP) have the right to put anything in without his (CEnl 
Thom.as's) consent!" Mr. Reilly also stated " without some reasonableness prevailing, 
we will 11ot have a project, and he (Mr. Keilty) would C(H1tact Mr. Thomas in an apparen: 
attempt to gain Mr. Thomas's approval. 

n) l submitted a letter to the MSP 13oard at the July 6 mee.ting that was from the leosd1older. 
That letter \,..·as dated July 5,2017, as T recall. 

o) I requested copies of the July 6, 2017 minutes but never received them. l did personally 
recorJ and transcribe the part of the meeting concerning the proposed infrastructurt> going 
on the leasehold aod whether permission from the leasehol<.ler was required for it. 

p) After the statem~nts made at the meeting and the d iscussion thal follo\.vc<l I was 
completely surprised that R(,--spondcnt Habc1mann directly contradicted the position of his 
superiors. He did so without much explanation and I am s till baft1cd and in the dark about 
·what would .have transpired hetween July 6 and August 14 that would al low him to make 
such a dramatic switch. 
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q} I also object to assertions and claims Mr. Haberman is using to validate some of his 
opinions and conclusions. Much of this data was based o.n information from Reserve 
America, a reservation system utilized for Hell Creek State Park, but the da1a fails to 
reflect the actual user and the user's observation that utilizeu the park. The reservation 
system did not honestly reflect the actual visitors. My personal observation is that on 
three separate occasions, twice in 2016 and once in 2017, l attempted to make 
reservations through the on-line reservation system, and all reservable sites were full. 
When f arrived at Hell Creek State Parks on all three occasions. less than half the sites 
were utilized during the same time frame [ attempted to reserve. Therefore, based on my 
exp~rience and the experiences of rnany other users, it indicates that the conclusions, 
based on Reservation Ame1ica, are fla-,,,vcd. 

r) I was never contacted by Monta~a State Parks concerning my objection and my formal 
appeal dated 12 September 2018. 

s) Despite the foregoing, the Respondcm has never processed my ;)bjec.:tion. 

t) In response to a decision letter by MTSP, drafted by Doug Habennan, dated 29 Feb 2016, 
MTSP, with the concurrence ofMSMP and a public review and comment period, they 
announced the closure of Hell Creek State Park effective April 2002. MTSP also state, in 
their decision letter, that they have a fom1al review of this decision in 2019. Included in 
this decision letter was that ivITSP parks would limit any improvements, and they would 
manage Hell Creek State Park with minimal improvement. After revie\>iing MTSP's 
decision letter concerning Hell Crt:t:k State Parks and the Legislative audit and the 
Legislative audit recomm~ndations dared April 2018 pages 26 and 27 regarding Class 3 
parks, Hell Creek State Parks is a clac;s 3 park. The recommendation oflegislativc 
an<lit is for l\:lTSP to find new partners or an alternate management team. Friends 
of Hell Creek, a non-profit organization, has submitted a proposal on June 29, 2018 10 
take <.iver management of Hell Creek State Park and Hell Creek M~rin~ ihrnugh th.e 
Governor's uffice, in accordance to all known requirements. This requesr is currently 
under review and cor..sideration. Any changes to the status of the Hell Creek Recreation 
area could have serious ramifications to the proposal set forth by Friends of Hell Creek 
and force friends of Hell Creek to withdraw tht::ir proposal. 

u) i learned of the pre-construction meeting, while on vacation, from residents of the Edi 
Creek Recreational Area via a telephone conversation around 6 August 7-01 R. As an 
individual who has been actively involved in tbe Hell Creek State Park and Marina 
situation since 20 14, and as President of Friends of Hell Creek, I have a substantial 
interest in all current and future plans for Hell C:-eek State Park and Hell Creek Marina. 
After presenting a formal appeal to Montana State Parks' decision letter dated 14 August 
2017, l relt T should have been kept app1ised of all matters com:erning any future 
development of the Hell Creek Recreation J\rea, until such time a::; 1he issue is addressed 
and resolved. 
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v) Upon returning from vacation on 8 August 2014, l met with lhe MTSP Director, Beth 
Shumate, on 9 August 2018 to discuss my formal appeal of the deci:sion letter dated 14 
August 2017, signed by Doug Haberman. concerning Hell Creek Stale Park and the 55-
acres controlled by Hell Creek Marina, a private business, \vithin the boundaries nflkll 
Creek State Park. My appeal letter wa~ dated 12 September 2017 and was timely 
submitted in accordance to the directions provide hy Montana State Parks. Dllling the 
meeting 1 raised an objection regarding MTSP decision to proceed with the construction 
phase of the project and MTSP failure to respond to my fonual o~jection! J asked Beth 
Shumate why MTSP failed to respond to my fonnal objection? \-1s. Shumate did not 
know. Ms. Shw11ate asked if Tom Reilly could be present, ~,1r. Keilly was acting 
director at the time of my objections and appeal l ag,ecd. Mr. Reilly was asked the same 
question regarding my appeal, Mr. Reilly response was he did not know! Ms. Shumate 
inforn1ed me that she would review the circumstance and get back to me as soon as 
possible! At this time:, J asked when construction was going Lo begin Mr. Reilly response 
was probably by the end of next week I assumed that would be the next d<1y or the next 
Monday August 13, 2018. I ask.ed Ms. Shumate not to proceed with conslructiou until 
my appeal was duly processed, Ms. Shurmttc did not respond to my request. I then asked 
to be notified prior to any construction begin again there has been no response. Ms. 
Shumate tlten thanked me for my coocerns and said she would get back to me soon. As 
of the tiling of this application there has been no response by MTSP to m.y objec.:t:on. 

This action is necessary to compel the Respondent to fol fill their constitutioD11I and statutory 
dnties under tbe law. They have fail ed to do so, and under the circumstances I believe I will be 
denied any meaningful remedy if the decision of the Respon<lenl is not reversed so that, the 
construction is proceeding unabated . 

Based on my continuing inquiries through my attorney and others [ have reason to believe 
th:: Respondents are commencing witb construction despite not having started or completed my 
ci.ppenl. 

Respondents are c;tmtinuing to engage in aclivityto commence con.struction without e.ve, 
addressing or resolving our appeal thereby denying F.HC that remedy unless, as hereby 
respectfully requested , this Cou1t issues a TRO or olhe.rwise restrains the Respondents from 
continuing construction. 

As of the date of this filing Respondent or his superiors have not even bothered to respond to 
my appeal , my attempts tn meet and confer or to engage in any cor.versation with respect to the 
matter and are proceed.ing in an auempl lo rern.ler the legal action l ti led ,vholly 111001. 

FURTHER DECLARANT, UNDER PENALTY Of- PERJURY (PURSUANT TO MO1'T. 
CODF. ANN.§ 1-6-105), SAYETHNOT. 
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Over the past decade, the Parks Division became increasingly isolated from 
the rest of FWP, which led to a cultural divide as well as a lack of financial 
oversight of the division. This contributed to the division amassing an 
$11 million fund balance that could have been used to help maintain the 
division's 55 state parks. Additionally, state law does not clearly delineate the 
role in state parks activities of the State Parks and Recreation Board. The 
division also can improve how it allocates resources for capital improvements 
and day-to-day operations and maintenance at its 55 state parks. 

Context 
The Parks Division (division) of the 
Department of Fish, Wildlife & Parks (FWP) 
manages 55 state parks across Montana. 
Certain aspects of governance of the division 
are the responsibility of the State Parks and 
Recreation Board (board), which was formed in 
2013. Audit work found the statute governing 
the board is vague, thus there is a lack of clarity 
regarding the roles and responsibilities of the 
board and the division. We also identified a 
number of internal changes within FWP over 
the past decade intended to promote autonomy 
for the Parks Division that instead isolated 
the division from the rest of the agency, both 
organizationally and culturally. 

As part of our audit work, we visited 19 state 
parks and met with all five regional parks 
managers. While we found Montana's 
state parks are generally in good condition 
and receive high marks in visitor surveys, 
the division does not fully collect and use 
management information to prioritize the 
allocation of resources for capital projects and 
operational and maintenance needs across the 
parks system. The division identified a backlog 
of $22 million in maintenance needs, but has 
not tracked progress in addressing these needs. 
The division spent $97,000 on a software 

system to help with this effort, but to date the 
system has not been put to use in the field or in 
the Helena headquarters office. 

Historically, the division has not planned for 
the ongoing operational and maintenance 
needs of new parks when considering whether 
to add parks to its inventory. Similarly, the 
division has not undertaken a system-wide 
analysis of its ability to operate and maintain 
its existing portfolio of parks given current 
resource levels. A policy to address land 
acquisitions and d isposals is inconsistent in 
how it spells out conditions for and the intent 
to transfer state parks. 

Finally, we determined that a lack of 
management oversight resulted in an 
$11 million fund balance chat was beyond what 
was acceptable to agency management and to 
the legislature. The division was not spending 
all funds chat had been appropriated for capital 
improvements as well as routine operations 
and maintenance. This resulted in negative 
publicity for the department, both among the 
public and lawmakers, as well as a diversion 
of several million dollars in parks funding to 
other uses outside of FWP. 

{continued on back) 
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Results 

Our report resulted in six recommendations 
to the agency. Our recommendations were in 
the following areas: 

• Clarifying the duties and responsibil
ities of the State Parks and Recreation 
Board. 

• Improving the culture of FWP and the 
relationship between the division and 
the rest of the agency. 

• D eveloping a broad state-wide plan 
for the allocation of resources for 
capital projects as well as regular parks 
maintenance. 

• Making use of management infor
mation to make better decisions on that 
allocation. 

• Making internal changes and providing 
better oversight of division budgets. 

• Strengthening policy to more actively 
assess the potential need to transfer 
state parks. 

The agency and the board agreed with all of 
our recommendations. 

Recommendation Concurrence 

Concur 6 

Partially Concur 0 

Do Not Concur 0 

Source: Agency audit response included in 
final report. 

For a complete copy of the report (17P-0l) or for further information, contact the 
Legislative Audit Division at 406-444-3122; e-mail to lad@mt.gov; or check the web site at 

http://leg.mt.gov/audit 
Report Fraud, Waste, and Abuse to the Legislative Auditor's FRAUD HOTLINE 

C all toll-free 1-800-222-4446, or e-mail lad@mt.gov. 



Chapter I - Introduction and Background 

Introduction 

Montana State Parks are managed by the Parks Division (division) of the Department 

of Fish, Wildlife & Parks (FWP). Section 23-1-101, MCA, charges the department 

and the State Parks and Recreation Board (board) with "conserving the scenic, historic, 

archaeologic, scientific, and recreational resources of the state, providing for their use 

and enjoyment, and contributing to the cultural, recreational, and economic life of the 

people and their health." 

The division currently oversees 55 state parks that offer a variety of recreational and 

educational opportunities across the state, from traditional outdoor pursuits like 

boating, camping, and hiking to activities less commonly associated with parks like 

historic preservation and interpretation. Some parks provide substantial visitor amenities 

and employ on-site managers, and some properties are small and undeveloped and are 
not staffed at all. 

Based on ongoing legislative interest in the management of state parks, including 

questions about a significant fund balance in the Parks Division as well as questions 

about how parks fits under the broader FWP umbrella, the Legislative Audit 

Committee prioritized a performance audit of Montana State Parks. 

Background 

The Parks Division has approximately 83 FTE, including 14 in Helena. The Helena 

staff includes the division administrator and assistant administrator, chief of operations, 

marketing and communications, and leadership of various parks division programs, 

including grant management and heritage resource management. 

The division is administratively divided into five regions across the state, with regional 

park managers in Kalispell, Missoula, Great Falls, Bozeman, and Billings. The parks 

are geographically more concentrated in the western half of the state, although 

Makoshika State Park, outside of Glendive, is one of the system's most popular and 

high-profile destinations. 

The map in Figure 1 (see page 2) illustrates the location of all 55 state parks within the 

Parks Division's five administrative regions around Montana. 
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Figure 1 
Montana State Parks and Administrative Regions 
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Source: Compiled by the Legislative Audit Division from department records. 

Parks Funding From Four Main Sources 

The division has an annual operating budget of a little over $9 million. Montana is one 

of nine states in which state parks are not supported with state general fund dollars. 

Parks are funded primarily through four sources: a portion of the accommodations 

(bed) tax; a share of interest from the Coal Severance Tax Trust Fund; the motorboat 

fuel tax; and the Parks Miscellaneous Fund, which collects th~ opt-out fee on light 

vehicle registrations as well as money earned from camping and other on-site parks 

activities. Of the $6 light vehicle registration fee, $5.38 goes to parks. Department 

officials told us that around 80 percent of Montanans pay the fee when registering 

their light vehicles. 



The following figure illustrates the annual budget for Montana's park system as well as 

those of several states surrounding Montana in Fiscal Year 2014, the most recent year 

from which complete information was available from all states surveyed. The table also 

indicates the number of parks in each state's system. As is shown, Montana has a small 

budget but a large number of parks, compared to other regional states. 
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Figure 2 
Montana State Parks Budget vs. Other States' 

FY 2014 

Montana Idaho Wyoming North South Colorado Utah 
Dakota Dakota 

Montana Idaho Wyoming North South Colorado Utah Dakota Dakota 

55 30 40 13 12 44 43 

Source: Compiled by the Legislative Audit Division from department records and information 
collected from other states. 

As Figure 3 (see page 4) illustrates, there is no "typical" funding model for state park 

systems in the region. States employ a variety of funding models to support their 

state parks, with some relying heavily on general fund support while others receive 

little or no funding from the state's general fund. Again, the data shown is from fiscal 

year 2014. 
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Figure 3 
Montana State Parks' Funding Sources vs. Other States' 

FY 2014 

Idaho Wyoming North Dakota South Dakota Colorado Utah 

■ Park Generated Funds ■ State General Funds ■ Other Funds (sales tax/special fees, federal, etc.) 

Source: Compiled by the Legislative Audit Division and from information collected from other 
states. 

Audit Scope 

Given the relative newness and some uncertainty surrounding the exact role of the 

State Parks and Recreation Board, this aspect of the governance of state parks was 

included in the audit scope. Other areas of interest included the division's management 

structure and prioritization policies, and its funding sources, particularly as they relate 

to the number of parks for which the division is responsible. Generally, audit work 

addressed two main areas. The first was governance, which also included a review 

of a number of organizational changes at the department as well as the culture at 

FWP. The second area we addressed was management of resource allocation and the 

prioritization for these resources. Work was conducted in Helena at the Parks Division 

main office as well as at regional parks offices and a sample of parks of varying size 

and visitation around the state. The time period under review was largely from the 

inception of the State Parks and Recreation Board (2013) to the present, although for 

acquisition of new parks and for organizational changes within the department our 

review stretched back a decade. The following paragraphs provide additional detail on 

each of our primary scope areas. 



Governance and Culture 

We addressed the authority of the State Parks and Recreation Board. In particular, 

we examined the different roles and responsibilities of the division and the board 

as defined by statute, and whether these roles are being carried out correctly or not. 

We also examined concerns regarding the relationship between the division and the 

broader department, and the general organizational culture at FWP, including the 

effects of several structural and organizational changes to the department over the past 

decade. 

Parks Resource Allocation 

We also addressed the allocation of resources at Montana State Parks. In particular, 

we examined if the management and organizational changes within the division 

and FWP allow for the effective operation of state parks. There have been legislative 

concerns in this area, and assessment work indicated a lack of formal process for 

resource allocation. As part of our work, we examined how general maintenance of 

state parks is prioritized; how management information is collected and used; how 

parks are acquired or disposed of; whether state parks can be operated on lands not 

owned by the state, and how law enforcement duties are handled at state parks. We 

also assessed the budget and funding sources for Montana State Parks to determine the 

origins of the fund balance that surpassed $11 million in late 2016, which has attracted 

much legislative and public interest since it was first publicized. 

Audit Objectives and Methodologies 

To address the risks we identified during assessment work, we developed the following 

two objectives to examine how state parks are managed and governed: 

Objective 1: Does the governance structure for state parks provide for effective 

oversight of state parks, including a clear division of responsibilities between the 

department and the State Parks and Recreation Board? 

Objective 2: Does the department have a process in place to identify opportunities for 

and prioritize the allocation and resources for maintenance and operations and capital 

projects at state parks, as well as plans for maintaining and improving newly acquired 

parks? 

To address these objectives, we performed the following methodologies: 

• Reviewed statute and administrative rules governing the Parks Division and 
Parks and Recreation Board to understand how authority between FWP and 
the board is delineated. 
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• Reviewed State Parks and Recreation Board meeting agendas, minutes, and, 

when possible, recordings of all meetings dating back to the board's creation 
in 2013. 

• Interviewed members of the board and division staff as well as department 
staff to gain perspectives on the role of the board and its effectiveness. 

• Reviewed the 2015-2020 Montana State Parks and Recreation Strategic 
Plan, identified specific goals as indicated by the board, and measured which 
goals had been met at the halfway point of the plan's duration. 

• Interviewed parks officials in other states to gauge best practices, how their 
park systems are governed, and how they deal with overall management and 
administration of the state park system. 

• Examined, through interviews and file review, the culture both within the 
division and between the Parks Division and FWP as a whole. 

• Researched statute and administrative rules for guidance on how the division 
prioritizes maintenance and operations and capital projects at existing parks. 

• Determined what management information systems are in place at FWP 
regarding state parks, when and how such systems were acquired, and 
whether or not their capacity is fully used. 

• Interviewed division and FWP leadership to assess the division's utilization of 
certain centralized services and functions available to the entire department, 
including activities like marketing, law enforcement, and Web site presence. 

• Interviewed division leadership and FWP management and reviewed 
documentation regarding the division's recent $11 million fund balance. 

• Examined FWP customer feedback surveys submitted by parks users in 2016 
and 2017. We discussed the survey process and results with staff to learn how 
this information is used by the division to guide its resource allocation. 

• Visited a judgmental sample of 19 parks across Montana for visual inspection 
and comparison to the maintenance criteria spelled out in stature. 

• Interviewed all five regional park managers as well as select managers of 
individual parks. 

• Reviewed policies related to the acquisition of new park lands, with particular 
attention on planning prior to acquisition for the development and ongoing 
operations and maintenance of the new parks. We reviewed files for six recent 
parks acquisitions for evidence of the department's commitment to ongoing 
operations and maintenance funding. 

• Determined what criteria exists for transferring state parks and reviewed 
records of acquisitions and transfers of real property. 

• Reviewed records of past capital project priority rankings and funding 
requests, and determined which projects were eventually included in 
governor's budgets, and what funding sources were proposed. 



Issue for Further Study 

Our work with Montana State Parks and other divisions at FWP raised issues in 

another division of FWP in which further audit work may be warranted in the future. 

We identified dissatisfaction with the current relationship between the Parks Division 

and the Law Enforcement Division, although there was disagreement about how to 

improve this aspect of public safety. Beyond simply providing enforcement service 

in parks, we heard questions about whether the current organizational structure of 

the Law Enforcement Division is appropriate. We also heard questions related to 

the current funding model and funding sources for Law Enforcement and potential 

limitations this places on law enforcement activities. 

Report Contents 

The remainder of this report contains two additional chapters. 

• Chapter II addresses the governance authority of Montana State Parks, 
including the role of the State Parks and Recreation Board. This chapter also 
includes a recent history of organizational and cultural changes within FWP 
and the effect of these changes on the Parks Division, as well as subsequent 
impact on the division's finances. 

• Chapter III addresses questions about how the department manages 
and allocates resources for state parks, as well as the extent to which any 
management information systems are used to help allocate resources. The 
chapter also looks at how the Parks Division plans for ongoing operational 
and maintenance needs at new park lands. This chapter also discusses whether 
a more system-wide view of resource availability is necessary to determine if 
park lands should be transferred to other ownership or management. 
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Introduction 

Chapter II - Governance and Culture 
of Montana State Parks 

As part of our first objective, we examined the statutory role of the State Parks and 

Recreation Board (board) and the division of authority between the board and 

the Department of Fish, Wildlife & Parks (department). We then reviewed several 

organizational changes within FWP over the past decade and the effect those changes 

had on the culture within the department as it related to the Parks Division (division). 

Finally, we examined the causes and effects of a significant division fund balance that 

continued to grow over several years. 

This chapter discusses our findings related to the current governance of state parks 

and makes a recommendation to clarify the responsibilities of the board and the 

department. We also discuss organizational and cultural changes that have taken place 

within the department over the past decade, and make two recommendations related 

to organizational culture and oversight of division budget activity. 

State Parks and Recreation Board Created in 2013 

The Montana State Park Commission was established in 1939. Lewis and Clark Caverns 

near Three Forks was Montana's first state park, and remains one of the flagships of 

the system. State parks were under the control of this commission until 1953, when 

related powers and responsibilities for parks were transferred to the State Highway 

Commission. In 1965, the Fish and Game Department (renamed the Department of 

Fish, Wildlife & Parks in 1979) was assigned responsibility for the state parks system 

and its operation and maintenance. State parks have been part of this department for 

53 years. 

For much of its time under the FWP umbrella, the work of the Parks Division was 

overseen by the Fish, Wildlife & Parks Commission. In 2013, the Legislature passed 

House Bill 24, which removed the responsibility for parks from the commission and 

created the State Parks and Recreation Board, which today oversees certain activities 

of the division. This five-member board (one member from each of five districts in the 

state) is appointed by the governor. Its statutory duties (§23-1-111, MCA) include: 

• Setting policies and providing direction to the department for the 
management, protection, conservation, and preservation of state park lands 
and waters. 

• Coordinating, integrating, promoting, and furthering opportunities for 
education and recreation at these sites. 
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• Maintaining hunting and fishing opportunities at state parks. 

• Establishing the rules of the department governing the use of state parks. 

• Reviewing and approving all acquisitions or transfers of interest in state 
parks. 

• Reviewing and approving the budget of the department for the administration 
of state parks prior to transmittal to the governor's budget office. 

• Reviewing and approving construction projects costing more than $5,000, 
and other duties. 

The creation of the board was intended to provide a higher profile for state parks 

and a dedicated citizen oversight presence for the division. However, our audit work 

identified confusion over the role and authority of the board, including who bears 

responsibility for approving various recreational grants, whether the board has a role in 

approving fees set for parks activities, and who ultimately sets policy for the division. 

Statutory Clarification of the Board's 
Role and Responsibilities 

During assessment work we identified concerns that the board may be over-stepping 

its authority in certain areas, or chat its authority was ill-defined or perhaps overlapped 

with the role of the department, so it was in these areas that we focused our work. 

We also heard concerns that the $5,000 threshold for board approval of construction 

projects is unnecessarily low and may slow the completion of routine construction 

work. 

Our work on the governance objective included interviews with department staff and 

with board members. We also conducted a full review of meeting agendas, minutes, 

and recordings (when available) for every meeting of the board since its formation in 

2013. In reviewing board meetings we tracked every vote taken by the board, then cried 

co determine whether the vote was on a matter within the board's statutory authority. 

We determined the board does not have authority to approve grants. The division is 

in charge of administering a number of recreation-related grant programs, including 

programs for recreational trails, off-highway vehicles, snowmobiles, accessible 

playgrounds, and Land and Water Conservation Fund awards. There already exists 

a governor-appointed advisory body chat approves recreation grants. We further 

determined chat the approving of certain fees charged at state parks (for camping and 

other services) are the purview of the department and do not need board approval. 



Nowhere in §23-1-111, MCA, or the rest of Title 23 does it specifically state the 

board may approve grants. While this section of code addresses the board's role in 

"coordinating, integrating, promoting, and furthering" certain activities at state parks, 

it does not speak to the dispensing of grant funds to external organizations for these 

pursuits. Based on these interviews and our reading of statute, we determined the 

board is overstepping its powers regarding the approval of grants. 

Staff also believed the board does not have the authority to approve fees established by 

the department for camping and other parks-related activities. In our review we noted 

that §23-1-105, MCA, gives the department the power to "levy and collect reasonable 

fees or other charges for the use of privileges and conveniences that may be provided." 

Nothing in this statute indicates the fees are to be approved by the board. 

Our review of board meetings found that the board has routinely voted on these two 

items we determined to be outside of its authority. Figure 4 illustrates how many action 

items the board voted on since the board's creation in 2013. As the figure indicates, 

more than 20 percent of the board's votes were in areas where there are questions as to 

whether the board in fact has authority to be making those votes. This figure does not 
include votes on approving board meeting .------------------, 

minutes or board meeting expenses, 

neither of which are in question. 

In addition to grant approvals and 

fee setting, our review of the board's 

powers also found some overlap in duties 

granted to the department in §23-1-106, 

MCA, and duties granted to the board 

in §23-1-111, MCA, regarding which 

entity has authority to make rules for 

the governance of parks. In practice, the 

department has been proposing rules and 

the board has been approving rules. There 

is also authority for the board spelled 

out in §23-l-102(c), MCA, that is not 

included in §23-1-111, MCA-specifically, 

the ability to enter into contracts with 

concessionaires. Board duties are not 

limited to one section of statute. 

Figure 4 
Montana State Parks and Recreation 

Board Votes 
August, 2013 {Inception) - July, 2017 

• Votes taken with clear authority 
• Votes related to grants 
• Votes related to setting fees 

Source: Compiled by Legislative Audit 
Division from department records. 
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Fish and Wildlife Commission Duties More Explicit 

A recurring theme in our examination of the board statute was the inherent broadness 

of the statute, especially compared to the Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission 

(commission) statute (§87-1-301, MCA). The commission statute is much more detailed 

and prescriptive than the board's statute, and general powers of the commission are 

defined in much greater detail. Some examples of duties include establishing the 

hunting, fishing, and trapping rules of the department; approving acquisitions of 

land or water; managing elk, deer, and antelope populations; and establishing special 

licenses to promote hunting by Montana's youth and persons with disabilities; among 
many other duties. 

The commission also has more action items to vote on at its meetings than the Parks 

and Recreation Board, possibly owing to its more defined powers and duties. According 

to department management, agendas of the board often do not have enough action 

items to justify calling a meeting with members traveling from around the state. They 

stated that the grant awards were added to board agendas in part so the board would 
have more to do. 

We found statutory ambiguity regarding the role of the Montana State Parks and 

Recreation Board. Department and division leadership .have expressed uncertainty 

over the role of the board and its authority versus the department's regarding certain 

activities of the division. This lack of certainty of the board's role results in less efficient 

parks operations and heightens future risk of disagreement between the board and the 

department. 

Other States Report Few Oversight Issues 

Of the other states sampled and other state officials interviewed, Montana is the only 

state with a parks and recreation oversight body which does not also oversee wildlife 

or other issues. Other states' officials indicated their parks and recreation oversight 

bodies generally function well in practice, and none indicated problems with statutory 

vagueness. Colorado merged its previous parks and recreation oversight board with its 

wildlife commission in 2011, when its parks and wildlife divisions merged together. 

Wyoming's commission operates in an advisory capacity with no legal authority, but it 

is consulted in many areas. North Dakota has no parks oversight body. 

Montana's approach to governance of its state parks is obviously different from those in 

surrounding states, but this can be at least partly explained by an innovative legislative 

approach to state-specific concerns or issues. It should also be noted that the dual 

governance model adopted here is consistent with historical practice (oversight of state 



parks in Montana was provided by a separate governance entity for the first 14 years of 

the parks system's existence). 

Board Statute Lacking Specificity 

The State Parks and Recreation Board was created due to concerns regarding how 

much time the original FWP Commission could dedicate to state parks issues. In 
2013, the Legislature created the board to oversee state parks activities, in place of the 

FWP Commission. The intent was to dedicate more time for public discussion of state 

parks and recreation issues. The Parks and Recreation Board is a relatively new entity 

with broad, undefined, and unclear statutory basis and direction. Statute that is too 

broad and lacking in specifics can lead to confusion and lead to challenges in authority. 

Taking action items to the board that are not within the board's statutory bailiwick 

can also slow the work of the department, which could find itself awaiting unnecessary 

board approval rather than moving ahead with the work of managing state parks. 

RECOMMENDATION #1 

We recommend the Department of Fish, Wildlife, & Parks work in consultation 
with the State Parks and Recreation Board to clarify and document the role, 
duties, and powers of the State Parks and Recreation Board to ensure a 
clear delineation of authority between the board and the department, seeking 
legislation if necessary to better define the board's authority. 

The Evolving Structure of FWP 

As part of our work on our governance objective, we also examined the organizational 

structure of FWP as it relates to the Parks Division and park lands, as well as the 

prevailing culture at the department. This included how the Parks Division fits with 

the mission and goals of the department. 

The division is in many ways integrated with the rest of the department. Along with 

other FWP divisions, the division shares certain centralized functions like human 

resources, enforcement, and accounting. More broadly, several parks themselves are 

tied to FWP. This is because a number of properties that are today classified as state 

parks were acquired in part or wholly with sportsmen's license dollars, which legally 

binds these lands to the oversight of the state wildlife department, of which parks is an 

integral part. 
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We learned that over the years, division leadership has occasionally felt overlooked 

and under-supported in an department that deals with many high-profile outdoors

related issues. We further learned that over time, division officials became increasingly 

isolated within the department, creating a culture of mistrust between the division and 

department management. This section discusses this issue in more detail. 

Several Organizational Changes Widened the 
Gulf Between Parks and the Department 

Over the past decade, a number of steps, both organizationally and less formally, were 

taken that had the cumulative effect of distancing the Parks Division from the rest 

of the department. We examined these moves and determined the effect they had on 
Parks' place in FWP. 

In studying these steps and the results thereof, we also explored less tangible but related 

topics like the morale of the division staff, and the broader culture and attitude toward 

Parks at FWP. We also examined the oft-heard sentiment that state parks are generally 

overshadowed and underserved by being part of a department that is focused primarily 

on fish and wildlife issues and only secondarily on parks and outdoor recreation. 

We found little hard evidence within department records, files, and decisions chat 

division leadership was incrementally severing ties with the rest of the department in a 

concerted or sustained effort to pave the way for the division to leave FWP. However, 

this theory was widespread and broadly aired in interviews across FWP: Several staff 

members indicated that division leadership spent much of the last decade laying the 

groundwork to leave FWP and either become a stand-alone entity or become part of 

another executive branch department. Several bills in the last four legislative sessions 

also suggested significant legislative interest in restructuring parks to either have more 

autonomy within the department or to relocate outside of FWP. 

Among the organizational changes that have affected the division's standing and role 

within the department in the past decade: 

• Fishing access sites: Management of the state's 332 fishing access sites was 
moved from the Parks Division to the Fisheries Division in 2011. We heard 
divided sentiments on this change. In some interviews we were told that 
fishing access site management is about managing people and the recreation 
experience and not expressly for managing fish populations. Thus, many staff 
believe the sites should be within the Parks Division, which has recreation 
management as a core function. These proponents further noted that a 
growing number (half or more) of fishing access site visitors are not anglers, 
but rather are recreational floaters, campers, or other users. Others told us 
that prior to the change, the maintenance demands for hundreds of fishing 
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access sites overwhelmed the Parks Division and rook needed attention away 
from parks. 

• Organizational structure: In 2009, the department was reorganized to 
have three major divisions, including Management and Finance; Parks; and 
Fish and Wildlife. According to department staff, this elevation of Parks 
to be a co-equal with a combined Fish and Wildlife division caused strife 
within the rest of the department, as FWP staff believed Parks was being 
favored beyond its size and importance relative to the rest of the department. 

• Another reorganization: In 2013 the department was re-organized again, 
largely reverting back to the structure that was in place prior to the 2009 
reorganization referenced above, with separate and equivalent divisions for 
Fish, Wildlife, and Parks. 

• Communications and Web presence: In 2012, Parks became responsible 
for its own public relations and Web site maintenance, independent of the 
Communication Education Bureau, which had traditionally handled these 
functions for the entire department. As a result of this move, Parks no longer 
had a presence in Montana Outdoors, the official publication of FWP. 

Also, as the following figure illustrates, the Parks Division Web site is 
separate and distinct from the Web site of the rest of the department, with 
no link to the State Parks site on the menu bar that provides links to the rest 
of FWP's divisions. Instead, the Montana State Parks Web site is accessed via 
and inconspicuous link (the Parks logo) on a separate part of the Web page. 

Figure 5 
FWP Montana State Parks Web Presence 
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The Montana State Parks Web site cannot be accessed from the main menu bar on the home page of the FWP Web site atfwp.mt.gov. 
Links to all of the department's other public-facing divisions are present. Instead, the Parks Web site is accessed through a small logo 
on the opposite corner of the FWP home page. Source:fwp.mt.gov, February 2018. 

Source: Compiled by the Legislative Audit Division from department website. 
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• Parks oversight: In 2013, the legislature passed and the governor signed 

House Bill 24, which created the State Parks and Recreation Board, thus 
removing parks oversight from the Fish, Wildlife & Parks Commission, 
which was concurrently renamed the Fish and Wildlife Commission. 
Another expected benefit of a separate board for state parks would be a 
higher profile and better advocacy for the parks system within the larger 
department. 

In interviews we heard that state parks generally suffer from a comparative 
lack of vocal public support. While all manner of hunting, fishing, and 
conservation groups will come to the Capitol to testify and/or contact 
legislators about fish and wildlife issues, state parks do not have the robust 
advocacy infrastructure enjoyed by the other divisions. Thus even while the 
parks themselves are hosting record numbers of visitors, the parks system is 
under-represented politically, we were told. Officials hoped that creating the 
board would help raise the profile of parks. 

• Regional structure: In 2013 the Parks Division reorganized its regional 
structure and the reporting chain for regional parks managers. Previously, 
the division shared roughly the same seven regional boundaries as the rest 
of the department, and regional parks managers reported to regional FWP 
supervisors who were located in the same facilities. After the change, Parks 
was divided into only five regions, and the regional park managers reported 
directly to the division administration in Helena rather than the regional 
supervisors in their field locations. Regional managers of other divisions, 
meanwhile, continue to report to regional supervisors across the state. 

Figure 6 (see page 17) illustrates the five administrative regions for state parks, 
as well as the seven regions apiece for fisheries and wildlife administration. 
Note that while fisheries and wildlife do not share identical boundaries, they 
are nearly the same, and are much more congruous than parks: 



Figure 6 
Administrative Boundaries for Fisheries, Wildlife, and Parks 
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Source: Compiled by LAD using GIS data provided by FWP. 
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• Law enforcement: The Parks Division created its own law enforcement 
presence in 2009, with four wardens dedicated to covering state parks. 
According to staff, this created administrative challenges and fostered ill will 
between the Parks Division and the Enforcement Division. This structure 
was abandoned in 2013 and the four wardens who had been hired by parks 
were moved into the Enforcement Division. 

Taken as a whole, these changes had the effect, both organizationally and culturally, 

of widening the divide within the department, as some employees were eager for the 

division to be distanced from FWP, while others believed FWP remained the most 

appropriate home for state parks. Over the years that these changes were taking place, 

the sentiment grew within the division that parks would be better served by moving 
outside of FWP. 

Past Legislative Interest in Realigning Parks 

While many of the aforementioned steps were being taken within the department, a 

number of bills were brought forward in the last several legislative sessions that would 

have either moved the division out of FWP, or given the division more statutory 

autonomy within the department. Multiple bills have proposed moving the division to 

the Department of Commerce. While none of these bills reached the governor's desk, 

they received substantial legislative support over multiple sessions. Also, the creation of 
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the State Parks and Recreation Board by the legislature in 2013 gave the division some 

autonomy from the rest of the department by removing parks issues from the purview 

of the Fish and Wildlife Commission. In 2017, a bill that would have given the board 

(as opposed to the FWP director) the authority to hire and oversee the Parks Division 

administrator passed the legislature but was vetoed by the governor. 

Parks Are Often Aligned With Natural Resource Agencies 

As a division of Fish, Wildlife & Parks, Montana State Parks has a relatively typical 

organizational location model compared to peer states in the region. While a few states 

have dedicated executive agencies for parks and recreation, the majority of states we 

reviewed house their respective state parks programs within a department also focusing 

on wildlife and/or related natural resource issues. 

For example, Wyoming's state park program is a division of its Department of State 

Parks and Cultural Resources. South Dakota's is a division of its Department of 

Game, Fish & Parks, very similar to Montana's structure. Utah's is a division of its 

Department of Environmental & Natural Resources. 

Colorado recently underwent an organizational change. In 2011 its parks program was 

moved from its own division under the Department of Natural Resources to join with 

the Wildlife Division under the same department. This move was done in an effort 

to save money and streamline services in what were viewed as functions with similar 

missions. It now functions as the Parks & Wildlife Division. 

Despite Multiple Efforts to Move, 
Parks Remains Part of FWP 

Effective organizations have a strong culture that features strength in multiple areas, 

which should include vision, values, practices, people, narrative, and place. A desire to 

achieve many of these strengths is evident in the FWP "Vision 2016-2026" document, 

which lays out the department's direction for the next decade. The document speaks 

equally to fish, wildlife, and state parks resources, and addresses outdoor recreation in 

the same breath as hunting, fishing, and trapping in the context of Montana's culture 

and conservation ethic. However, the cumulative effect of the steps taken to distance 

the Parks Division from the rest of the department have hindered FWP's ability to 

foster a strong department-wide culture based on these shared values. 

Further, best practices in corporate culture indicate the strongest organizations are 

those in which employees are most open to collaboration and sharing knowledge and 

skills with others across the organization. Changes to the organizational and reporting 

structures at FWP generally and regarding the Parks Division in particular have limited 



the opportunities for such communication and thus further widened the cultural gap 

between the Parks Division and the rest of the department. 

Despite the acrimony of the past decade, and numerous efforts to further separate state 

parks from FWP, the division today remains part of the department. In that context, 

the department should make every effort to build upon best organizational practices 

by improving internal communication and information sharing, and by implementing 

across all divisions the values outlined in its vision document for the coming decade. 

Our audit identified certain circumstances within the department that do not readily 

lend themselves to audit recommendations, specifically che negative attitudes and 

strained relationships chat grew over the past decade between the Parks Division and 

the rest of the department. However, giving the Parks Division equal standing with 

the other divisions on the department Web page and including parks content in the 

official publication of the department would be easy, public-facing seeps FWP could 

take as part of a larger plan to better reintegrate parks into the department. Such a 

plan could include a number of tangible steps, including a periodic climate survey 

of employees across the department that could help identify issues and address the 

relationship between the Parks Division and the rest of FWP. This plan may even shed 

light on other problem areas before they rise to the level of animus seen over the last 

decade. As our work concluded, department management indicated a number of steps 
are underway to improve the culture at FWP. 

RECOMMENDATION #2 

We recommend the Department of Fish, Wildlife & Parks develop and 
implement a plan to organizationally and culturally reintegrate the Parks 
Division into the broader agency. 

Parks Fund Balance Not Expended as Appropriated 

Through audit work we determined that one lasting and tangible effect of the increasing 

isolation of the Parks Division in FWP was a lack of oversight of the parks budget. 

Unbeknownst to department management, the division built up a significant fund 

balance that came to light only when its size surpassed the annual parks budget. 

At the end of Fiscal Year 2016, the Parks Division reported a positive fund balance 

of around $11.3 million. Questions arose as to how this balance came into existence 
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at a time when Parks was publicizing a backlog of some $22 million in deferred 

maintenance needs across the system. 

There are several reasons a fund balance might exist, including a lack of available 

appropriation authority or a lack of cash. So, we analyzed the division's unspent budget 

authority, cash balances, and working capital. (Working capital is the amount of 

cash that would remain if all of the current assets were converted to cash and used 

to pay current liabilities.) The working capital we identified, which does not match 

the amount reported by state parks as an ending fund balance, represents the amount 

the division could have spent on operations, and includes our best estimate of the 

division's portion of certain department-wide funds. As summarized in Table 1 below, 

the division had both appropriation authority and cash available while its estimated 

working capital balance was growing. 

Table 1 
Parks Division Unspent Budget Authority and Estimated Working Capital and Cash Balance 

Fiscal Years 2014 through 2017 

2014 2015 2016 2017 

Unspent Budget Authority 1,042,166 2,145,980 2,630,391 2,289,651 

Estimated Working Capital Balance 7,314,999 8,389,581 9,568,253 10,079,164 

Estimated Cash Balance 7,605,080 8,509,022 9,583,563 9,913,405 

Source: Compiled by the Legislative Audit Division from State Accounting, Budgeting and Human 
Resources System records. 

Through interviews as well as review of budget documents, capital expenditure requests, 

personnel files, and summary documents prepared by the department's budget staff, 

we learned of multiple causes of the growing fund balance over the last several years. 

We also determined that a lack of oversight by department management allowed the 

fund balance to grow to a sum that was viewed as excessive and unjustified. 

Several factors contributed to the growth of the Parks fund balance, including: 

• A move toward requesting general fund dollars or bonding authority to 
pay for capital projects, rather than using funds from the Parks accounts 
as had been historically the case. In fiscal years 2005 through 2011, Parks 
made $10.5 million in capital requests from its own budget. For fiscal years 
2012 through 2019, only $2.5 million in capital requests were made of 
these funds, while there was simultaneously a shift in requests for general 
fund dollars. Prior to the 2017 Legislative Session, Parks submitted a list of 
projects totaling $14.5 million to the governor's office seeking general fund 
dollars. These requests were denied, although three Parks Division projects 
totaling $6 million were subsequently included in the governor's budget 
using division funding. 



• For fiscal years 2015 and 2016, funds from the bed tax totaling around 
$1.3 million were put into the bed tax account to be used for general 
maintenance in the budget for the Helena office, but it was never expended. 
Unlike other sources of Parks Division revenue, the bed tax dollars are 
statutorily appropriated and can be spent by the division without legislative 
approval. 

Department Management Overlooked 
Growing Fund Balance 

Questions arose throughout fieldwork as to how this balance grew unbeknownst to 

the director's office or other department officials. Many of the individuals who were in 

positions of oversight at the time are no longer with the department, but we nonetheless 

learned some reasons for how the fund balance was allowed to grow. Our audit work 

determined an ongoing lack of department oversight of the Parks Division budget 

resulted in the fund balance going unnoticed. 

• Prior to the 2015 session, most of the department's attention was focused 
on the financial situation on the Fish and Wildlife side of the department, 
where fees had not been increased for close to a decade. Leadership within 
the Parks Division were long-tenured employees and were considered trusted 
and competent at running the division and its budget, so little attention was 
paid to this part of the department's overall budget picture. According to 
documentation provided by the department, the Parks Division had unspent 
appropriations totaling $6.7 million for fiscal years 2016 and 2017, which 
makes up the lion's share of the fund balance. 

• It was not unusual for Parks to have a substantial fund balance as the end of 
the fiscal year approached. Due to the seasonal usage of its facilities, Parks 
incurs significant expenses in July and August, so the fund balance is not 
expected to be low in the lead-up to the June 30 end of the fiscal year. Also, 
because Parks revenue could fluctuate with the economy, management 
endeavored to keep a balance of around $3 million in the Parks account, to 

guard against an unanticipated shortfall in revenue in any of the four major 
parks funds or to pay for unanticipated repairs or other needs. 

• Leadership made an assumption that divisions were spending their budgets, 
according to one member of management. It was apparent that the director's 
office had an expectation that appropriated funds were being expended, and 
there was a lack of oversight as the Parks fund balance grew over time. 

Fund Balance Brought Bad Publicity and 
Negative Consequences to Parks 

The emergence of the substantial fund balance had numerous negative consequences 
for the department, including: 

• News stories and opinion pieces from around Montana questioned 
department management and the division's protestations that its budget was 
insufficient at a time it was sitting on a funding surplus. 
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• Significant questions arose from the legislature about department 

management and oversight, along with numerous theories about the 
motivation from either the department or the division or both about why the 
money had not been spent. 

• A negative effect on morale was felt across the Parks Division, particularly 
in regions and individual parks across the state. Multiple regional parks 
managers told us they found it inexplicable and demoralizing that they were 
making budget cuts to individual parks, and delaying necessary capital and 
maintenance expenditures, while the Parks Division balance was growing in 
Helena with money that could have been spent in the field. 

• The legislature ultimately moved more than $4 million to projects not related 
to state parks, including a county road project in Garfield County and to 
Virginia City and Nevada City. This hurt the division's ability to complete 
capital projects in the future, and potentially undermined public trust that 
the fee citizens voluntarily pay for parks when registering light vehicles will 
in fact be used to support state parks. 

Steps Needed to Strengthen Financial Management 

Managers should be able to delegate responsibilities to staff with reasonable assurance 

that what they expect to happen actually does. Part of this is being able to show that 

public funds are administered and expended in compliance with applicable laws and 

regulations, and as intended by the legislature. Funds that were appropriated and never 

spent led to a significant growth in the balance of division funds. A review of internal 

FWP documents indicated that the fund balance was a concern to department 

management once it was discovered, but a lack of oversight in the years leading up to 

that discovery allowed the balance to grow in the first place. 

During our audit we learned of a pending reorganization of the budgeting function 

throughout FWP that would move various divisional budget staff into a centralized 

budget office and provide for more oversight of the finances of the Parks Division 

and other divisions. This reorganization, if completed, would be a good step toward 

preventing Parks Division budgetary issues from recurring in the future. 

RECOMMENDATION #3 

We recommend the Department of Fish, Wildlife & Parks increase centralized 
management oversight and implement changes to agency financial 
management to ensure appropriated and available funds are expended as 
intended. 



Chapter 111 - Park Management 
and Resource Allocation 

Introduction 

As part of our second objective, we examined how the Parks Division (division) 

prioritizes and tracks the routine maintenance work and capital projects at its 

properties. The division has long publicized the significant number of parks it must 

operate and maintain on what it views as a limited budget. Thus, we wanted to learn 

how the division allocates the resources it receives, and whether parks are appropriately 

maintained. We looked at how resources are allocated for capital projects and regular 

operations and maintenance, and reviewed how resource availability factors into 

consideration of adding or removing parks from the system. 

We learned that several tangible, positive steps have been taken by the division and 

the State Parks and Recreation Board (board) in recent years that have moved the 

division toward better allocation of maintenance and operations resources. However, 

the division falls short of employing a thorough or statewide strategy for allocating 

resources for maintaining existing parks and prioritizing capital projects. 

This section reviews how the division prioritizes and tracks maintenance and 

operations activities and how management information is collected and employed by 

the department. It includes recommendations related to developing system-wide plans 

for resource allocation and making better use of available management information in 

prioritizing maintenance work across the system. 

The Current State of Parks 

Our work on this objective also included visits to approximately one-third of all 

Montana State Parks. We selected a sample of parks to visit that included multiple 

parks in each of five Parks Regions in Montana, as well as a cross-section of parks from 

each of four classifications as identified by the State Parks and Recreation Board. (The 

board's classification exercise will be discussed below.) 

Our visits included the following 19 parks, from June-October, 2017: 

• Region 1: Big Arm, Lone Pine, Wayfarers, West Shore 

• Region 2: Frenchtown Pond, Travelers' Rest, Milltown 

• Region 3: Anaconda Smoke Stack, Greycliff Prairie Dog Town, Lewis & 
Clark Caverns, Lost Creek, Madison Buffalo Jump, Missouri Headwaters 

• Region 4: Elkhorn, Giant Springs, Tower Rock 

• Region 5: Chief Plenty Coups, Lake Elmo, Pictograph Cave 
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In observing the parks, we measured the prevailing conditions against the prescribed 

list of maintenance items spelled out in statute. Section 23-1-127, MCA, requires 

certain maintenance activities be prioritized ahead of additional development or 

improvements at existing parks. This list of maintenance activities includes clean and 

stocked restrooms; trash collection and removal; fence upkeep; weed control; upkeep 

of trails, roads, and docks; erosion control; stream bank stabilization; and other basic 

maintenance. Not all of the items on the list were applicable to every park (not all 

parks include stream banks, for example), but the list did provide general guidance 

for what the legislature views as maintenance priorities at existing parks before major 
projects are undertaken. 

The following photograph shows Frenchtown Pond State Park in October, 2017. The 

park, formerly a gravel pit and now a popular swimming and recreation site west of 

Missoula, was found to be generally clean and well-maintained. 

Figure 7 
Frenchtown Pond State Park 

Source: Photo by the Legislative Audit Division. 

We found that generally, Montana's state parks are in good condition. Through 
observation we saw minimal noxious weeds, some structures in need of repair, some 
landscaping or arboreal issues, and the occasional piece of trash on the ground or 



in the water. But overall we determined the state parks we visited were clean and 
well-maintained. Signage was plentiful and in good condition, parking areas were 
obvious (striped or, if not paved, free of debris and well-graded), trails were generally 
groomed, and the grounds were neatly landscaped. 

The Visiting Public Is Happy With State Parks 

To determine how the public feels about the condition of state parks, we also reviewed 

5,364 post-stay surveys from calendar years 2016-2017 for Montana's state parks. In 
particular, we focused on the visitors' overall ratings of the visits, the ratings of staff 

at the parks, cleanliness of restrooms, and the appearance/condition of the parks. In 
both years we reviewed, the number of positive ratings far outnumbered poor ratings. 

Positive ratings edged slightly higher in 2017 from an already high base in 2016. 

The few negative responses typically had common themes across the parks, such as 

complaints about expensive showers, poor website description of park amenities or 

campground sizes, bathroom cleanliness (even though as a whole feedback in this 

area was good), reservation complications or mix-ups, and other guests being loud, 

disruptive, or not obeying the rules. Some negative responses from out-of-state visitors 

in particular seemed to focus on amenities offered, such as small RV pad size and 

lack of electricity in campgrounds. However, as a whole, responses to the survey were 
overwhelmingly positive. 

As Figure 9 notes, 83.5 percent of those surveyed rated their overall park experience as 

Excellent or Very Good in 2016, and that figure climbed to 84.6 percent in 2017. 

Figure 8 
Overall Visitor Ratings of Montana State Parks 

30.4% 

2,: 2~ 4.~ 3= 

9.6% 9.5% 

l■ 
Poor Fair Good Very Good Excellent 

■ CY 2016 (2,397 surveys) ■ CY 2017 (2,967 surveys) 

Source: Compiled by the Legislative Audit Division from department records. 
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While the visitor survey data does not include every park in the system, it is collected 

at most of the higher-profile and most popular parks where camping is available. This 

could provide both a baseline for year-over-year measurement of customer satisfaction 

as well as drawing attention to potential issues or persistent complaints at one or more 

parks. This data could be used to help drive resource allocation decisions. However, 

division staff told us they do not currently employ this information to assist with 

resource allocation or maintenance prioritization decisions. 

Our own visits as well as visitor surveys from the past two years indicate Montana's 

state parks are generally in good condition. However, the Parks Division could use 

data collected from visitors to better identify areas of need and more efficiently allocate 

resources to provide for maintenance and upkeep of existing facilities. 

The Division Has Taken Steps Toward 
Resource Prioritization 

One of the first undertakings of the newly authorized State Parks and Recreation Board 

was the development of a strategic plan for Montana State Parks. This plan serves as a 

guiding framework for the management of the park system. One key outcome desired 

from the plan was to set priorities and allocate resources to the most significant sites in 

the system. 

Shortly after the adoption of its 2015-2020 Montana State Parks and Recreation 

Strategic Plan, the Parks Division contracted with a private engineering firm to conduct 

a facilities condition inventory (FCI) at the majority of state parks, with particular 

focus on those with substantial infrastructure, such as Bannack State Park. A primary 

goal of the FCI was to help develop a comprehensive log of maintenance needs and 

projected costs across the system, in order to assist with prioritizing the allocation of 

resources and meeting the strategic plan's stated goal of addressing fiscal shortcomings 

while maintaining affordability for the public. 

The several documents that make up the FCI identified $22 million in maintenance 

needs, a figure that one administrator suggested might even grow if a more thorough 

look at each individual park and structure was conducted. Some of the needs identified 

were as simple as painting a fixture, while others were larger scale capital projects like 

roof replacements or other significant expenditures. 

The strategic plan also called for a classification exercise to help guide resource allocation 

decisions. The division and the board undertook this classification, and categorized 

each park in one of four tiers based on several factors, including significance, relevance, 

and accessibility. 



The classification exercise looked at a number of criteria across the parks system in 

dividing the parks into four classes, proposing the following management approaches 

for each: 

• Class lA: Prioritize funding and operations. Focus reallocation of resources 
to these sites first. Class lB: Continued investment. 

• Class 2: Growth and investment as opportunities arise. Improve relevance 
and accessibility. Focused planning and partnership efforts. 

• Class 3: Evaluate funding and operations as appropriate. Maintain relevance 
and accessibility. Clarify long-term vision of sites. Seek partnerships or 
alternative management where appropriate. 

• Class 4: Re-evaluate current management approaches. Seek partnerships 
or consider potential transfer to other public managers. Where possible, 
reallocate resources to more significant sites. 

The following table illustrates the results of the classification exercise. 

Table 2 
Montana State Parks' Resource Allocation Classifications {Region) 

ClassJA Class2 Class3 Class4 

Bannack (Reg. 3) Fish Creek (Reg. 2) Beavertail Hill (Reg. 2) Ackley Lake (Reg. 4) 

Flathead Lake' (Reg. 1) Madison Buffalo Jump (Reg. 3) Black Sandy (Reg. 4) Anaconda Stack (Reg. 3) 

Lewis & Clark Caverns (Reg. 3) Medicine Rocks (Reg. 5) Brush Lake (Reg. 5) Beaverhead Rock (Reg. 3) 

Makoshika (Reg. 5) Milltown (Reg. 2) Frenchtown Pond (Reg. 2) Clark's Lookout (Reg. 3) 

Class 18 Rosebud Battlefield (Reg. 5) Hell Creek (Reg. 5) Council Grove (Reg. 2) 

Chief Plenty Coups (Reg. 5) Lake Elmo (Reg. 5) Elkhorn (Reg. 4) 

Cooney (Reg. 3) Lake Mary Ronan (Reg. 1) Fort Owen (Reg. 2) 

First Peoples Buffalo Jump 
Les Mason (Reg. 1) Granite (Reg. 3) (Reg. 4) 

Giant Springs (Reg. 4) Lone Pine (Reg. 1} Greycliff Prairie Dog Town (Reg. 3) 

Logan (Reg. 1) Placid Lake (Reg. 2) Lost Creek (Reg. 3) 

Missouri Headwaters (Reg. 3) Salmon Lake (Reg. 2) Marias (Reg. 4) 

Pictograph Cave (Reg. 5) Sluice Boxes (Reg. 4) North Shore (Reg. 1) 

Smith River (Reg. 4) Spring Meadow Lake (Reg. 4) Painted Rocks (Reg. 2} 

Thompson Chain of Lakes 
Thompson Falls (Reg. 1) Piroque Island (Reg. 5) (Reg. 1) 

Tongue River Reservoir (Reg. 5) Whitefish Lake (Reg. 1) .Tower Rock (Reg. 4) 

Travelers' Rest (reg. 2) Yellowstone (reg. 5) 

Source: Compiled by the Legislative Audit Division from department records. 

*Flarhead Lake includes Big Arm, Finley Point, Wayfarers, Wesr Shore, Wild Horse Island, and Yellow Bay state parks. 

This exercise led to some resource allocation adjustments across the parks system, 

with additional resources funneled toward the parks in Class 1, and Class 2 parks 
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seeing more funding "as available." However, efforts at continuing to move toward 

a comprehensive resource allocation strategy have stalled in the last 16 months, as 

significant turnover among division staff, department leadership, and the Parks and 

Recreation Board have contributed to this allocation initiative being put on hold for a 

period of time, in addition to the parks fund balance being used for other non-parks 

projects. Division management has acknowledged that the lack of such a holistic 

strategy is an urgent issue that needs to be addressed. 

In developing a strategic plan, assessing facilities and maintenance needs across the 

system, and implementing a classification system for state parks, the division and the 

board have taken several positive steps toward better allocation of scarce resources. 

However, more work remains to be done, largely in developing a system-wide ability 

to track maintenance needs and accomplishments, and in further determining how to 

share resources among the four classes of parks. 

Active But Inconsistent Maintenance Strategies 

In our visits to the five regional parks managers across Montana, we reviewed how 

the information on maintenance needs from the FCI was being used to help prioritize 

resource allocation to areas of greatest need. While regional managers are actively 

addressing the needs identified in the reports, they are not doing so in a coordinated 
or uniform fashion. 

We acquired and reviewed documentation from regional managers that indicated 

varying degrees of ongoing maintenance efforts at parks around the state. In some cases 

managers were tracking progress against needs identified in the FCI in spreadsheets, 

while others were using text documents. In some cases the maintenance tracking 

documents appeared to have been in use and continually updated as projects were 

completed over multiple years, while in other cases the documents appeared to have 

been developed in anticipation of our visit. 

Similarly, while all parks regions are pursuing necessary maintenance projects, they are 

not doing so in a consistent manner. Some regions and individual park managers have 

created detailed lists and timelines for project completion, while others have taken 

a more random or opportunistic approach to completing projects as funds and/or 
partners become available. 

Other States More Regularly Assess Maintenance Priorities 

We interviewed officials from other state parks systems to learn how they approach 

maintenance prioritization and resource allocation. States contacted were Wyoming, 

North Dakota, South Dakota, Colorado, and Texas. Based on our interviews, we found 

these states all have more formalized strategies for prioritizing general maintenance and 



capital projects. Each state we talked to acknowledged the importance of prioritizing 

maintenance and capital needs in order to facilitate efficient allocation of limited 

resources. 

Wyoming prioritizes its capital projects based on projected return on investment, 

and for general maintenance it uses a combination of a facility management program 

and visitor surveys to identify maintenance needs. North Dakota has a two year 

maintenance review cycle and a master plan for capital projects which are influenced 

by the lifespan of a project and public support. Use of a facility maintenance program 

for general maintenance has helped North Dakota to eliminate its backlog of deferred 

maintenance. South Dakota's capital projects are prioritized by a planning and 

development team which takes into account requests of field staff General maintenance 

is determined by field staff, but a facility management system is in development. 

Colorado's capital projects are determined in two year cycles based on input from field 

staff and department leadership. General maintenance work plans are being developed 

to incorporate into a strategic plan but have yet to be implemented. Texas capital 

projects are decided by a facilities management team within the parks division, which 

receives requests from regional managers. An infrastructure division in the department 

ensure the projects are completed. General maintenance is prioritized with the help of 

a facility management system. 

Parks Has Not Fully Developed a System-Wide 
Strategy for Resource Allocation 

The Parks Division does not have a consistent system-wide strategy in place for the 

prioritization of maintenance projects, and does not have a strategy for allocating 

resources across all parks regions for maintenance and capital projects. Without such a 

strategy in place, the division may not be making the most efficient use of its limited 

resources, and the ongoing maintenance needs of parks across the state may not be 

addressed in a timely fashion. Completing the facility condition inventory was a good 

start toward developing a strategy for allocating resources across the parks system 

for maintenance and operations as well as prioritizing capital needs, but without a 

system-wide consistent strategy for prioritizing these maintenance and capital needs, 

the Parks Division is not making optimal use of the resources it has. The FCI identified 

a backlog of some $22 million in maintenance needs across the system in 2015 and 

2016. However, when we asked for an update on how much of this $22 million had 

been worked on since the FCI was completed, and whether any new work was added to 

the list, the division was unable to provide complete information. It was apparent that 

projects are being completed, but that a centralized, thorough, and timely tracking of 

the projects was not being maintained. 
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RECOMMENDATION #4 

We recommend the Department of Fish, Wildlife & Parks develop and 
implement a system-wide plan for regularly ranking, reviewing, and 
documenting resource allocations for capital projects, and for maintenance 
and operations of state parks. 

Parks Division Could Better Collect and 
Employ Management Information 

We also wanted to know whether any information management systems are in place 

for the system-wide tracking of maintenance work and capital projects. We learned that 

the division has contracted and paid for a management information software system 

that it is not currently using. Therefore, the division does not sufficiently compile and 

employ management information to provide for efficient maintenance and operations 

and capital project prioritization at state parks. 

In May 2016, the division contracted for a software system that is designed to provide 

a "fully functional asset management, job costing, and work order suite specifically 

designed for the maintenance operations of public agencies." The contract promised 

a system "that stores mission critical data and quickly and accurately produces 

information for decision-making." The $97,000 cost included both the software and 

training, as well as data conversion to integrate data from the FCI and additional 

information related to parks vehicles, equipment, employees, vendors, tasks, and other 

information into the software system. 

In addition to providing real-time information regarding maintenance work at state 

parks, there was an expectation among managers that the system could be used as 

a warehouse of "institutional knowledge" to track recurring (annual or seasonal) 

maintenance tasks, so that as maintenance supervisors or park managers retired or left 

their jobs, their replacements would have a reliable source of information on which 

tasks need to be done at which time of year, to help ensure work would be timely 

despite employee turnover. 

Management Information System 
Not Employed on Schedule 

The scope of work document for the project proposed a schedule for installation, data 

conversion, and training that would have the system in place and operational by fall 



2016. However, almost two years later it was apparent the system is not operational 

and is not being used by administrators in Helena or by regional managers or park 

managers across the state. We were unable to review the system to determine whether 

it is a suitable software application for the uses proposed: a regional manager was 

unable to access the system through his network, and repeated requests to view the 

system in Helena were not successful. In interviews, parks administrators and staff 

acknowledged the system has not been made operational as intended. They cited a lack 

of communication from the contractor as well as reluctance among field staff to learn 

new ways of tracking and updating maintenance work and progress reports as reasons 

the software is not yet in use. Department officials also indicated that a number of 

strategic initiatives, including implementation of this software system, were on hold 

for most of 2017 while the Parks Division was without a permanent administrator 

and chief of operations. We also learned FWP is considering alternative management 

systems chat may be implemented department-wide and not just within the division. 

Without the relevant management information in place, the Parks Division is not 

efficiently tracking the maintenance needs across the system. According to one 

regional parks manager, the parks system has a significant inventory of infrastructure 

chat is at the end of its useful life, or past it, and collecting and managing information 

about parks' facilities and maintenance needs would be invaluable in categorizing 

needed maintenance and helping prioritize the infrastructure's upkeep or replacement. 

Collecting and maintaining management information can also provide a helpful bridge 

between old and new employees, cataloging information related to routine seasonal 

maintenance and other scheduled tasks so that as employee turnover naturally occurs, 

the new employees will have access co important scheduling and cost information 

without having to start from scratch. Further, the software package as it currently sits 

unused, represents a sunk cost of nearly $100,000 to the department, with no tangible 

benefit yet realized. 

RECOMMENDATION #5 

We recommend the Department of Fish, Wildlife & Parks: 

A. Implement a system to compile and use management information to 
better manage the maintenance and resource prioritization at state 
parks, and 

B. Develop and implement a plan for gathering, maintaining, and employing 
management information as part of an overall strategy for managing 
parks' maintenance and capital improvement needs. 
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State Parks Property Acquisition and Transfer 

The department has steadily added to its inventory of park lands over the years, 

acquiring a variety of lands across the state under many different circumstances. Some 

park lands have been proactively identified and acquired by the department from the 

private sector, while in other cases another public or private entity was searching for a 

public home for a property and the Parks Division stepped up when no other owner 

could be identified. 

Acquisition of real property comes with costs and responsibilities that will place 

financial obligations on the division long after the land is purchased. A comprehensive 

plan for managing a real property portfolio recognizes that ownership of property 

comes with perpetual operational and maintenance costs. Audit work found that 

these costs have not always been thoroughly considered or accounted for when the 

department considers the acquisition of new lands for state parks. Rather, we found the 

department emphasized acquisitions first, with ongoing operations and maintenance 

funding something of an afterthought. 

To determine the extent to which ongoing funding needs are considered by the 

department when acquiring new property, we reviewed a lands acquisition policy 

approved by the board. We also reviewed files related to several recent acquisitions 

of new state parks, made prior to the establishment of the State Parks and Recreation 

Board, to determine the extent to which ongoing funding needs informed acquisition 

decisions. Details on our work appear in the following sections. 

Policy Addresses Need for Ongoing Funding 

In 2015, the Parks and Recreation Board recognized the need for increased consideration 

of ongoing maintenance and operations costs when considering the acquisition of new 

park lands, and approved a policy governing the acquisition and transfer of interest of 

park lands. The policy noted that "historically, land acquisitions of all types within the 

park system has been inconsistent and without policy guidance. Sites have been acquired 

without the foresight for future development needs, the long-term maintenance and 

staffing costs, and similar considerations." To address this historical oversight, the 2015 

policy mandates that proposed acquisitions meet conditions related to: 

• Site development funding: A plan will be developed defining the necessary 
improvements, anticipated costs, and how they will be funded. 

• Operational and staffing costs: A plan outlining the anticipated costs of 
managing a given parcel shall be required and considered prior to advancing 
any acquisition project. 



Recent Acquisitions Do Not Show Evidence of 
Thorough Consideration of Ongoing Funding Needs 

Audit work included a visit to the FWP Lands Office to review the six most recent 

land acquisitions for Montana State Parks. These included new lands at Travelers' Rest, 

Milltown, Marias River, Yellowstone River, Fish Creek, and North Shore state parks. 

Our review of acquisitions focused largely on the inherent need for operations and 

maintenance funding at new parks as they are brought into the system, and to what 

extent the Parks Division planned for and secured funding to maintain and operate 

its newly acquired park lands. Any FWP acquisitions exceeding 100 acres in size or 

$100,000 in cost must be approved by the Board of Land Commissioners. 

The division has acquired just one parcel of land since the policy was approved-the 

fourth and final piece of what is soon to become Milltown State Park at the confluence 

of the Clark Fork and Blackfoot rivers just east of Missoula. A review of files, hearings, 

and decisions related to that acquisition revealed little in the way of planning/securing 

operations and maintenance funding for the parcel beyond a five-year grant from the 

Natural Resource Damage Program (NRDP). However, the policy exempts from the 

above requirements the acquisition of in-holdings and adjacent park lands. While 

Milltown is not yet an official state park, the three ocher parcels chat will make up 

the park had already been secured by the department prior to adoption of the policy, 

and this fourth parcel provided key access to what will become the main visitor area 

of the park. Nonetheless, it was apparent from our review chat ongoing operations and 

maintenance funding for Milltown beyond the five years of grant support has yet to 

be identified. 

Other acquisition files we reviewed were for transactions that took place prior to the 

policy being in place. Planning documents for these lands indicated various measures 

of consideration given to paying for development, operations, and maintenance, 

but little in the way of firm plans, and little follow-though by the department once 

park property was acquired. A decision notice for an earlier Milltown acquisition 

acknowledges chat sources of operations and maintenance funding will need to be 

identified, but there is no evidence in the file or from subsequent interviews that such 

funding has been pursued with any success. 

Similarly, we reviewed files for four future parks purchased in part with "Access 

Montana" funding about a decade ago. Access Montana was a program initiated around 

a decade ago to acquire additional public lands for hunting and recreation in Montana. 

In each case, these parks were to be carved from larger Wildlife Management Areas 

(WMA), with parks funding contributed as a percentage of the total purchase price for 
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the larger parcel. In draft environmental assessments and management plans for these 

acquisitions, funding for park development as well as operations and maintenance 

were discussed to a limited and abstract extent, but little to no development has taken 

place as promised at these parks. 

For example, at Marias River State Park (and WMA) in Toole and Pondera counties, 

acquired in 2008, the preliminary management plan called for securing funding for 

an on-site park manager within five years, and for the active pursuit of funding to 

provide site stewardship, administration, and visitor use management. A decade later, 

the park portion of the property remains completely undeveloped, and Marias River 

does not appear on the Montana State Parks Web site. As one official told us, Access 

Montana was a largely political exercise that had no operations money associated with 

it. This official noted that Marias River to date offers no services, no operations, and 

no staffing, and it would not be a major loss to the parks system if it were disposed of 

as a state park. 

As a result of limited planning and inconsistent follow-through in the determination 

of how to fund the operation and maintenance of new state parks, the division finds 

itself with a number of properties that have been state parks in name for a decade 

or more but that have no development or amenities in place for public use, and no 

apparent plans to proceed with developing these properties. 

CONCLUSION 

Historically, the department has not routinely or thoroughly considered 
ongoing funding needs when acquiring new parks lands. However, the policy 
requiring such consideration was not put in place until after the acquisitions 
we reviewed had been completed. Without consideration of ongoing funding 
needs, the department will be increasingly challenged to maintain and operate 
a growing real property portfolio. It will be important for the department and 
the board to heed this policy when potential acquisition opportunities are 
presented in the future. 

Other States Vary in Approach to Acquisitions and Transfers 

We also conducted interviews with a sample of other states' parks systems administrators 

to learn how they approach the acquisition and transfer of park lands. Similar to 

Montana, we found that other states do not have a consistent practice for acquiring or 

transferring of parks properties. For example, neither North Dakota nor South Dakota 

has a formal policy for adding or subtracting state parks. Colorado has had policies 

and directives regarding adding park land in the past, but is looking to update these 



policies in light of recently moving to a new department. It is unclear what, if any, 

policies Colorado has regarding transfer of parks. Texas adds parks on a case-by-case 

basis, but there are screening criteria new land must meet and any acquisition must be 

approved by its oversight commission. Similarly, Texas sometimes transfers parks to 

local governments if the parks are not conducive to the division's mission or are unable 

to be developed. These transfers must also be approved by its oversight commission. 

While we found inconsistent practices for the acquiring or transferring of park 

properties, our work determined that it is important for the department to consider 

the recurring operational and maintenance costs, both of individual parks and of its 

portfolio of parks as a whole, as part of a comprehensive land management strategy. 

Transfers in Montana are Rare, But Not Unprecedented 

In addition to looking at how the division plans for the ongoing funding needs for 

new parks, we examined whether the division ever transfers parks. We also looked 

at whether the overall funding picture and ability to maintain and operate its entire 

portfolio of parks informs conversations about whether any parks should be transferred 
to other owners. 

Montana State Parks has rarely transferred its ownership or interest in a property 

formally identified as a state park. In the past two decades only one park has been 

removed from the parks roster-a small "homestead" near Three Forks that was leased 

from private owners for 25 years, then not renewed. Our review of all Parks fee title 

transactions showed several instances of Parks divesting property, but in none of these 

instances did the sale or other divestiture consist of an entire state park. Rather, most 

transfers involved trading one piece of land for a more suitable parcel in the same 

area; clean-up of boundary inconsistencies; easements; or other administrative moves. 

(Several decades ago, the Parks Division did transfer state parks on lands owned by 

other public entities, including Canyon Ferry Lake near Helena and others.) 

Policy Inconsistent in Addressing How and 
When to Reduce Number of Parks 

The 2015 policy governing the acquisition or transfer of interest in property does 

acknowledge that there are instances where "the transfer of certain lands or interests in 

lands is appropriate," and lists a number of circumstances in which such transfer may 

occur. Among the criteria is "lands purchased as parks sites but currently undeveloped," 

which would explicitly include the Access Montana properties like Marias River. 

However, the policy was subsequently amended in 2017 with language indicating that 

"In the management of state park lands, it shall be the policy and intent of the Board 
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not to close any existing State Parks or recreational and historic areas." This addition 

to the policy is at odds with the previously established criteria for when transferring a 

park may be considered. The board policy for transferring parks also does not speak to 

assessing the current financial state of the Parks Division, and whether the division is 

in a position to operate and maintain all of its current inventory of parks. 

In multiple interviews we were told that reducing the number of parks is an undertaking 

fraught with political peril, even if the proposed transfer were to remain as public land 

with another owner, or if the park is on land that is leased from another state or federal 

government entity. Officials and board members were reticent to broach the subject 

of transferring parks, lest area legislators or other interested parties mount campaigns 

against the proposal. 

The Parks Division struggles to sufficiently fund maintenance, operations, and capital 

improvements at its wide array of parks. It is important that a comprehensive approach 

to management and resource allocation include the opportunity to consider whether 

the number of parks is too large for the department to support as currently funded. 

Transfer of Parks Could Be a Valuable Management Tool 

The board-approved lands policy identifies criteria for identifying park lands suitable 

for transfer. However, the policy of not closing any state parks removes a measure of 

flexibility to better align the division's existing resources with the number of parks for 

which it is responsible. The division and the board recognized the need for increased 

consideration of ongoing maintenance and operations costs when considering the 

acquisition of new park lands, and implemented a policy requiring resources be 

identified and secured before parks are acquired. However, the policy is conflicted in 

addressing the transfer of park lands out of the system, and the division and board have 

not sufficiently weighed current resources against the division's ability to maintain and 

operate its entire park inventory. Our work identified a need for the department and 

the board to more fully consider parks transfer as part of a comprehensive management 

strategy for the state park system. 



RECOMMENDATION #6 

We recommend the Department of Fish, Wildlife & Parks work with the State 
Parks and Recreation Board to strengthen the board's lands policy by: 

A. Including resource availability and the division's ability to staff and 
maintain state parks as criteria for when a park may be transferred; and 

B. Eliminating the conflict in the current policy between land transfer criteria 
and the assertion that the State Parks and Recreation Board will not 
close any parks. 
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DEPARTMENT RESPONSES 



Angus Maciver 
Legislative Audit Division, Room 160 
Capitol Building 
Helena, MT 59601 

Dear Mr. Maciver: 
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PO Box 200701 
Helena, MT 59620-0701 

406-444-3186 
FAX:406-444-4952 

Ref: DO#IOl-18 

April 6, 2018 

RECEIVED 
APR O 9 20t8 

LEGISLATIVE AUDIT DIY. 

Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) has received the Performance Audit Report for the Parks 
Division. The information in the report is indicative of the level of work expended by your staff 
to better understand the overall operation and management of the parks system as well as the 
responsibility and role of the Parks and Recreation Board. We welcome the recommendations and 
effectual evaluations to the many elements and activities involved with the Parks Division and the . 
authority of the Parks and Recreation Board. 

The Department's response to the recommendations follows: 

Recommendation #1 

We recommend the Department of Fish, Wildlife, & Parks work in consultation with the 
State Parks and Recreation Board to clarify and document the role, duties, and powers of 
the State Parks and Recreation Board to ensure a clear delineation of authority between the 
board and the department, seeking legislation if necessary to better define the board's 
authority. 

Concur. 

The Department agrees with recommendation # 1 and is committed to working with the Board to 
clarify respective roles, responsibilities and authority. The Audit report provides a sound 
foundation for the department and board to revisit our statutory roles, the practices we follow in 
deciding what items to place on the Board's agenda and who makes which decisions. 
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Implementation of this recommendation will be made through administrative changes and, if 
necessary, proposed legislation. 

Timeline: The Department will continue to ensure a clear delineation of authority between the 
board and the department by December 2019, seeldng legislative adjustments if necessary. 

Recommendation #2: 

We recommend the Department of Fish, Wildlife & Parks develop and implement a plan to 
organizationally and culturally reintegrate the Parks Division into the broader agency. 

Concur. 

The status of the Parks Division in FWP has been in limbo since the 2011 Legislature considered 
a bill to move Parks to the Department of Commerce. Now that the issue of where Parks will be 
located in state government has been resolved, the Department agrees with the need to 
organizationally and culturally reintegrate the division into the broader agency, and is committed 
to doing so. The Governor's Executive Order establishing the Montana Parks in Focus 
Commission also tasks the Commission with assessing cultural challenges facing State Parks 
within FWP. In conjunction with the Montana Parks in Focus Commission, the department has 
already begun work on a climate survey of Parks Division employees. This work, insights from 
the Commission, and work internally within the department will all contribute to the development 
of a plan to implement this recommendation. 

Timeline: December 2019. 

Recommendation #3 

We recommend the Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks increase centralized 
management oversight and implement changes to agency financial management to ensure 
appropriated and available funds are expended as intended. 

Concur. 

The Department recognized the need for increased accountability and transparency in its business 
functions for all programs prior to the audit recommendations being released. In order to ensure 
robust management oversight and financial accountability for all FWP programs, budgeting 
functions in all divisions have been consolidated into a centralized unit that is part of the 
Administration Branch of the agency effective February 1, 2018. This change ensures that all 
financial monitoring and review occurs in a manner that is consistent, transparent, and in 

accordance with all statutes, rules, and policies the Department is subject to. 



Additionally, processes have been put in-place to monitor not only the status of expended funds, 

. but also the status of allocated funds. This includes oversight and compliance assistance on funds 
of all types utilized by the Parks Division. Examples include, Recreational Trails Program, Land 
and Water Conversation Fund, AmeriCorps, Federal Dingle-Johnson funds, as well as all state. 
special revenue accounts funding Parks Division programs. 

Timeline: All of these measures have been implemented and department plans to monitor 
effectiveness. 

Recommendation #4 

We recommend the Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks develop and implement a 
system-wide plan for regularly ranking, reviewing and documenting resource allocations for 
capital projects and for maintenance and operations of state parks. 

Concur. 

We are pleased that the auditors found that the public is generally pleased with state parks and the 
maintenance and upkeep of those items listed as priorities in Section 23-1-127, MCA. The Audit 

also recognized the Facilities Condition Inventory (FCI) conducted by a private engineering firm 
in 2015 to assess the backlog of capital maintenance needs in Montana State Parks. The FCI 
identified $22M in unmet capital needs within a portion of the State Park system. These capital 
needs cannot be addressed without additional funding and appropriations from the Montana 
Legislature. 

The Parks Division is in the process of filling the vacant Chief of Operations position. One of the 
duties of this position will be to work with the Regional Park managers to develop a system-wide 
process for evaluating needs for both capital projects and maintenance, allocating resources to 
priority needs and documenting the results. 

Timeline: December 2019. 

Recommendation #5 

We recommend the Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks: 

A. Implement a system to compile and use management information to better manage the 
maintenance and resource prioritization at state parks, and 

B. Develop and implement a plan for gathering, maintaining and employing management 
Information as part of an overall strategy for managing parks maintenance and capital 
improvement needs. 
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Recommendation #SA: 

Each region has their own method of recording progress on the FCI and prioritizing daily, cyclical 
and annual maintenance activity based on management needs. Discussion has begun to address 
the need for systematic method of gathering information, identifying needs, allocating resources 
and documenting progress across regions. Management information system analysis is undetway 
and we will determine additional changes that may be necessary. 

Concur. 

Recommendation #SB: 

As vacant administrative staff positions are filled in both the Helena Headquarters and Regional 
level this effort will be re-initiated in order to continue to make significant progress to have a 
system fully functional by December of 2019. 

Concur. 

Response to #5 A and B: The Parks Division recognizes the need for a more data-driven 
management system. We are assessing whether the existing management information system 
under contract is the appropriate system that meets our needs. After this system-analysis is 
completed, we will determine if additional changes are needed. 

Timeline: December 2019. 

Recommendation #6 

We recommend the Department of Fish, Wildlife & Parks work with the State Parks and 
Recreation Board to strengthen the board's lands policy by: 

A. Including resource availability and the division's ability to staff and maintain state 
parks as criteria for when a park may be transferred; and 

B. Eliminating the conflict in the current policy between land transfer criteria and the 
assertion that the State Parks and Recreation Board will not close any parks. 

Concur. 

The Department concurs with both parts of Recommendation #6. It is imperative for the 
Department to work in a synchronized fashion with the Parks and Recreation Board to establish 
clear and consistent criteria in all of the Board's policies. Resource considerations including the 
ability to operate and maintain newly acquired sites need to be a component of the decision-making 
effort of the Department in conjunction with the Board. The department agrees that improved 
guidance and possible changes to board policies are needed for land acquisitions and transfers. 



The Department also agrees that the Board policies should not include conflicting language or 
criteria. Measures will be taken to assure more consistency is provided which may include 
reexamining existing Board policies, specifically the Acquisition and/or Transfer of Interests in 

Land. Land transfer (rather than land disposal) is outlined as a management tool in those instances 
where identified lands may be more appropriately managed by other government entities for public 
recreation. 

The Department plans to take a coordinated effort to re-examine and strengthen these policies later 
this year and into 2019. It is anticipated these efforts will require multiple Board meetings to 
finalize potential changes and assure public involvement in any and all changes. 

Timeline: December 2019. 

The Department appreciates the opportunity to respond to these audit recommendations and looks 
forward to making the identified improvements in state park and recreation operations. We also 
aim to provide clear delineation of the authority of the Department versus the Parks and Recreation 
Board. 

With the formation of the Montana Parks In Focus Commission and the recent changes in the Parks 
and Recreation Board members, it is anticipated full implementation of these recommendations 
may take over a year. The Parks In Focus Commission recommendations will be presented to the 
Parks and Recreation Board this fall (September 2018). If needed, proposed legislative changes 
would be addressed in the 2019 Legislature. Finalizing any legislative actions would then occur 
after the completion of the legislative session. 

The Parks Division has had significant staff turnover in the past 18 months. We have filled three 
positions over the last few months but have other critical positions that remain to be filled, we 
realize that it will take some time to have effective implementation with all of our plans and 
implementation methods. 

Sincerely, 

-f)!lAUL__ 
Martha Williams 
Director 
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Angus Maciver, Legislative Auditor 
Legislative Audit Division 
Room 160, Capital Building 
Helena, Montana 

Mr. Maciver: 

Montana State Parks 
and Recreation Board 

PO Box 200701 
Helena, MT 59620-0701 

406-444-3186 
FAX: 406-444-4952 

Ref: #017-18 

April 6, 2018 

RECEIVED 
APR O 9 2018 

LEGISLATIVE AUDIT DIV. 

On behalf of the State Parks and Recreation Board (the Board), I would like to take this opportunity to 
first thank your staff for their independent analysis of state park operations. The performance audit 
provides a good recap of the events and actions that have impacted state parks and board decisions. 
This report is providing timely input as we take steps to move forward and strengthen how we conduct 
business. 

There are two recommendations directed at the Board. Other report recommendations are more 
appropriately directed at the Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks. We have not had the opportunity 
to discuss these recommendations as a board, but after informal discussions with board members, I feel 
confident in presenting our position on the audit recommendations as follows: 

Recommendation #1 

We recommend the Department of Fish, Wildlife, & Parks work In consultation with the State Parks 
and Recreation Board to clarify and document the role, duties, and powers of the State Parks and 
Recreation Board to ensure a clear delineation of authority between the board and the department, 
seeking legislation if necessary to better define the board's authority. 

The Board concurs with Recommendation #1. As a newly established board, the roles, duties, and 
powers are still evolving and adjusting to accommodate legislatively assigned duties and address the 
operational needs across the state. As the report points out, the Board has take actions in the past that 
were assigned to the department. It is our intent to follow those duties that are clearly assigned to the 
Board and not take action on areas of responsibility for the department and/or other advisory boards 
and councils. In addition, there are additional areas of board authority where board duties and roles 
may need additional consideration. Although this audit report addresses areas primarily related to state 
park operations, the Board has also been assigned broad authority to provide direction and coordination 
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relating to outdoor recreation. The board role in these additional outdoor recreation areas are still being 
explored. As the Board collaborates with other recreational commissions, coalitions and advisors, 
additional changes in roles, duties and powers may be identified. 

Implementation Date: December 2019 

With the formation of the Parks In Focus Commission and the recent changes in the Board members, as 
well as department staffing changes, it is anticipated full implementation of this recommendation may 
take over a year. Parks In Focus Commission recommendations will be presented to the Board this fall 
(September/October 2018). If needed, proposed legislative changes would not be addressed until 2019. 
Finalizing any legislative actions would then occur after the completion of the legislative session. 

Recommendation #6 

We recommend the Department of Fish, WIidiife & Parks work with the State Parks and Recreation 
Board to strengthen the board's lands policy by: 

A. lncludlng resource avallabillty and the division's ability to staff and maintain state parks as criteria 
for when a park may be transferred; and 

B. Eliminating the conflict In the current policy between land transfer criteria and the assertion that 
the State Parks and Recreation Board will not dose any parks. 

The Board concurs with both parts of Recommendation #6. It is imperative for the Board to establish 
clear and consistent criteria in all their policies, including those directed at land acquisitions and 
transfers to assure clear guidance for statewide operations. Including resource considerations and the 
commitment of future resources will also be key for Board decision making. Changes to board policies 
will be made to assure those considerations are incorporated. The Board also agrees that their policies 
should not include conflicting language or criteria. Steps will be taken to assure more consistency is 
provided. It is important to note that the current Board policy is Acquisition and/or Transfer of Interests 
in Land. land transfer (rather than land disposal) is outlined as a management tool in those instances 
where identified lands may be more appropriately managed by other government entities for public 
recreation. There are no criteria in the current policy for "land disposal". Therefore, any policy changes 
with the land transfer criteria will be weighed against the factors that prompted the addition to the 
policy in 2017. That policy addition was made to formalize the Board's long-term commitment to 
assuring continued public access to outdoor recreational opportunities across our state park system and 
on FWP recreational lands. Continuing that commitment to accessibility will be a clear requirement for 
any changes to Board policy. 

Implementation Date: December 2019 

As noted earlier, there are several efforts underway to identify needed changes and improvements to 
state parks and recreation responsibilities assigned to the Board. Several areas have been identified as 
potential policy changes, updates, or new policies. The Board plans to make a coordinated effort to re
examine and strengthen these policies later this year. It is anticipated these efforts will require multiple 
Board meetings to finalize these efforts and assure public involvement in any and all changes. 



The Board appreciates the opportunity to respond to these audit recommendations and looks forward 
to making the identified improvements in state park and recreation operations. 

u~ ~,ikn£ 
Angie GrtChair 
State Parks and Recreation Board 
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'Executive suni1nary 
In December 2016, Montana State Parks (MSP) made the decision to return Hell Creek State 
Park to the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers (USACE) at the end of their contract in April 2021 
pending review in 2019. (Appendix A). Further, they stated they would assist other entities 
interested in taking over the management of the park; thus, Friends of Hell Creek was formed 
with that goal in mind . 

- 2 -

Despite this official position, MSP staff continues to discuss acquiring Hell Creek for another 25 
years. MSP will acquire property through a new contract with the USA CE without the approval 
of the Montana Legislature or the Montana State Land Board as required by law. Montana Code 
Ann. 23-1-102(3) clearly requires MSP to seek a legislative appropriation or show what funds 
are otherwise available to operate the park for the specified term before they enter into a 
contract. Because Hell Creek exceeds 100 acres State Land Board approval is required. 
(Appendix B) 

MSP is in no position to continue the management of Hell Creek State Park. Hell Creek 
represents 18% of the State's $23 maintenance backlog problem, and MSP's own records show 
they lose $180,000 a year because of the way they manage Hell Creek. In fact, MSP will commit 
Montana to spending in excess of $17,000,000, without seeking legislative or land board 
approval. (see 23-1-102(3)/appendix B) 

The recently concluded 2018 State Legislative Audit is extremely critical of state park system 
management as a whole, and it indicates the state should co~sider public/private partnerships as 
future park management alternatives. 

Fortunately, the Friends of Hell Creek (FRIENDS) is proposing the following Business and 
Management Plan that will ensure the continuation of a state landmark, Hell Creek Recreation 
Area . 
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Introduction 
Friends of Hell Creek (FRIENDS), a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, is a diverse group of 
outdoor enthusiasts, hunters, fishermen, campers, hikers, water craft enthusiasts and cabin 
owners. 

FRIENDS is dedicated to efficiently operating the 337-acre Hell Creek Recreation Area 
(HCRA), prot~cting public access and promoting this unique resource, which we all enjoy. Our 

goal is protecting, maintaining and 

~&V~~ 

CHELL CREEK 
MARINA 

~ 

improving all aspects of the HCRA to 
improve service to current, potential and 
future users. Friends will work with 
federal, state and local governments, as 
well as other interested groups to enhance 
HCRA's economic benefits to the remote 
rural area. As demonstrated by this plan, 
FRIENDS can achieve operational 

~-;;•IJII efficiencies and save costs. FRIENDS 
will promote integrating campground and 
marina operations to maximize these 
efficiencies. 

With that in mind, we submitted a proposal to the Governor to have Montana acquire an interest 
in HCRA for the next 25 to 100 years or offer to purchase the HCRA property from the U.S. 
Army Corp of Engineers (USA CE). The official position of the Montana State Parks Board is to 
abandon the park when a lease expires on April 30, 2021 1

• FRIENDS believes Montana should 
acquire another, much longer lease or seek to buy the HCRA, rather than abandon it. As a 
condition of the renewed acquisition required under 23-1-102, MCA, FRIENDS is asking 
consideration pursuant to 23-1-108 that a condition of the acquisition be premised upon an 
agreement to allow FRIENDS to take over day-to-day park operations, rather than continue 
under the current failed management structure. 

This FRIENDS' Master/Business and Development Plan shows how they can successfully 
operate the current park and maintain its facilities. Every commissioned study group, and the 
2018 Montana Legislative Audit, concludes that Montana public/private partnerships are 
the best way to sustain, develop, and grow a viable Montana park system, to best serve the 
public demand for outdoor recreational opportunities. Despite continually reaching the same 
obvious conclusion, nobody has ever done it. Elected officials from the areas seem to universally 
agree that Hell Creek is not adequately managed and that users are dissatisfied with how the park 
currently operates. 

1 See, Appendix A Minutes from MSP Board Meeting December 2016 section 11. 
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Montana has 53 other State parks. Montana owns the land upon which these parks sit. Despite its 
unique Eastern Montana location, Hell Creek is continuously ranked as a low priority by 
the Montana State Parks agency. In the 2018 Legislative Audit and the 2015 Peaks to Plains 
Master Plan, Hell Creek is given a third-tier ranking (out of four), and both documents conclude 
that a public/private partnership, like the FRIENDS' proposal--is the only viable alternative for 
Hell Creek. The Parks in Focus Commission acknowledges the virtues of parks like Hell Creek 
but continues this view that Hell Creek is a sub-tier park. 

The official position of the Governor's appointed Montana State Parks Board is that Montana 
will abandon Hell Creek just before the start of the 2021 season, which means it will only 
operate two more summers (2019 and 2020). Despite this official vote, the agency continues to 
invest millions in infrastructure and renegotiate the lease to commit Montana to another 25 years 
of operating and maintaining this facility. The agency shows no sign that it intends to involve the 
Montana Legislature or the State Land Board in its decision . 

As estimated in 2015, Montana State Parks faces a $23 million maintenance backlog. Hell Creek 
represents 18% of the backlog, despite ranking 31st in annual visitation among the other 54 
Montana parks. Montana State Parks maintains 3.5 FTEs and two houses throughout the entire 
year, despite the fact that Hell Creek is a seasonable park. 

Look at the FACTS. 

Hell Creek is: 

• 5th most expensive park to maintain; 
• 18% of the $23 million unfunded maintenance backlog; 
• 31st in total visitation; and 
• Loses $180,000 per year. 

Considering the annual losses from management expenditure, together with the current 
maintenance backlog and other identified necessary capital improvements, Montana will spend at 
least $17,475,000 on a park it doesn't own, if it continues under MSP management. 

We think Hell Creek presents a unique opportunity to put a public/private partnership in place. 
The current lease is ending. Montana can acquire a new lease or not, and the time is at hand to 
set the terms of the new agreement. USACE allowed adjacent cabin owners to purchase their 
once-leased cabin properties, so a request is not totally out of the question. The federal 
government makes transfers to state and local governments on a regular basis, so Hell Creek can 
remain in public hands. 

FRIENDS will enhance public service by improving infrastructure and facilities with a continued 
focus on public safety and health. We will increase accessibility to the park and enhance its 
operations significantly. We will generate sufficient operational income and will be able to 
leverage public and private money . 

We do this by shifting away from a rigid government-only management structure overburdened 
with FTEs and mandates. We take a business-minded approach that focuses pon the park's 
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unique characteristics. We can eliminate costly FTEs and other mandates or absorb them into 
marina operations. The campground and marina can continue operating separately or act as one, 
but either way, they can share responsibilities and costs of operating and maintaining the HCRA. 

We believe that our proposal will provide considerable savings in manpower and money to the 
state and federal government and the park while upgrades occur, and public access thrives. We 
can protect the public interest and health and safety, along with the environment. 

We ask that the Governor and others look at our plan, acquire Hell Creek for another generation, 
and allow Friends of Hell Creek to enter into a management agreement with the State, as a 
condition of the new lease. Included is our proposed business plan, infrastructure and capital 
improvement plan, maintenance, operation, and management plan. 

Park 1Jescriytion: 
Hell Creek is a 337-acre intensive use recreation area located approximately 26 miles north of 
Jordan, Montana in Garfield County. Within its boundaries are sagebrush grasslands with 
evergreen forests dominated by Ponderosas and Rocky Mountain Juniper. Situated along the 
southern banks of Fort Peck Lake, Hell Creek State Park attracts over 30,000 annual visitors. 
Recognizing the importance of the HCRA to Montana and its v 

isitors, the FRIENDS created this plan to look at doing things differently into the future . The 
process used to develop this Plan included, independent research and consultation by the 
FRIENDS, with industry experts, coupled with compiling and reviewing plans already prepared 
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by or for the agency. We developed a recommendation to operate the HCRA, which addresses 
current needs and plans for future· expansion to enhance the campground and marina 
management operations . 
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The FRIENDS' familiarity with this 
information ensures the 
development of a plan that is 
realistic, sensitive to current issues, 
and tailored to this unique park site. 
FRIENDS' members are the users 
that provided comments on the 
MSP plans and proposals. 
Generations of FRIENDS users live 
and recreate in the park and region. 
They have a distinct familiarity with 
the area that 

cannot be acquired easily, their wisdom and knowledge of the area makes them the best 
candidates for the preservation and expansion of the park. 

Hell Creek Marina sub-leases 55 acres that sit within the state park boundary. The current 
marina operator invested personal finances into the facilities. Unlike traditional concessionaire 
arrangements, the facilities utilized in the operations of the Hell Creek Marina operate under a 
leasehold where many facilities were financed and built without public funds. Many of the 
amenities were developed by park users or nonprofits. 

Even though FRIENDS will compete for grants from federal and state governments to meet 
some objectives, the current plan from FRIENDS will provide the State considerable savings by 
eliminating unnecessary and duplicative management functions. This also successfully 
demonstrates the direct saving in manpower and financial resources to the state and the 
advantage of public/private management. By simply recognizing the cyclical nature of Hell 
Creek's seasonal usage, we can streamline operations and management to achieve significant 
cost savings. These cost savings make it possible to expand services, which the public is 
demanding. 

Infrastructure related funds are necessary, as identified by MSP in some of its plans, but 
FRIENDS has already identified solutions that will lower the proposed costs substantially. The 
identified alternatives will last longer and promote land use planning. 

During a recent public meeting conducted by the State Parks and Peaks to Plains design, 
participants recognized that the comfort station is in high demand and asked for expanded 
facilities and year-round use. Similarly, the fish cleaning station was requested for expansion 
and year-round use. 



The marina and restaurant was 
destroyed by a fire over 13 years ago, 
and public comments indicate 
replacing it is still in high demand. 
The marina operates its store from a 
trailer since the fire and the public is 
demanding a new and expanded store. • 

FRIENDS has the flexibility to enter 
into the sort of long-term agreements 
that will make attracting finance for 
these expansions a reality. 

Expanded campsites are desired, but 
the public comments indicated a 
desire to have them in the control of the concessionaire or private entity, rather than State Parks. 
FRIENDS includes these improvements in our plan and recognizes the public' s desire for local 
decision-making that still serves the typical users and is inviting to visitors from across the 
population who seek a similar experience. The public is voicing a lot of concern with how 
Montana State Parks operates Hell Creek. FRIENDS can drive a solution to help with that 
problem, while lessening the burden on limited MSP resources. A restaurant is desired by the 
public comments, noting that a rebuild of the grocery and marina store is needed. 

j2lrea Inf or1nation 
(jarfie(d County and J orcfan, Montana 
Information: 
Garfield County is located in eastern Montana and is approximately 160 miles northeast of 
Billings, 120 miles east of Lewistown, and 94 miles northwest of Miles City. The county covers 
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a land mass of approximately 4,850 square miles, making it 
the seventh largest county in the State. As of the last 
population census, Garfield County has a population of 

. { 1,206 and a population density of OJ people per square 
mile . The population has steadily declined since 1930 when 
the county had a population of 4,252; although, recent 

1 I ;< estimates suggest that the pppulation has increased since 
l -: the previous census. Approximately 47 percent of the 

· 'I - - · -- · -- - r · population in Garfield County works in the industry 
• . - - ---~ J' 

~,,.,,,,. I .• classification of agriculture, forestry, fishing, hunting, and 

,M'o·,· - '"''"" "''"..., '°'°''" '".''"" .: mining, which is the most dominant industry in the county, 
with the next closest industry being retail trade at 14 percent (Census, 20 10). The county seat, 
the Town of Jordan, is also the most populous within the county. 
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Camping information: 

Camping Venue: 
Campers, Ages 18+ 

"In which venue did you camp in the last 12 months?" 

42% 
18% 
18% 
9% 
4% 

According to the 2016 American 
Camper Report by the Coleman 

Company and the Outdoor 
Foundation. State Parks are the 
most common location for 
American campers. On average, 

campers travelled an average of 
146 miles to get to their desired 
camping spot, which tended to be 

a state park campground. 

The Coleman Company, The Outdoor Foundation 

Forty-two percent of adult participants camped at state park campgrounds, making them by far 
the most popular venue. 

Management and Upgrade Plan 

Friends of Hell Creek (FRIENDS) Operation Plan Assumptions 

FRIENDS will take over management of the Hell Creek Recreation Area, to include the Hell 
Creek Marina (HCM) and Hell Creek Campground (HCC). 

FRIENDS will assume Montana will work to acquire the HCRA or a long-term lease. 

FRIENDS will take over management of the HCC, in accordance with all USACE rules and 
regulations. 

FRIENDS will assure that there will not be a lapse in services for the users and will contract the 
operations of the campground 

8 



The HCC marina operator will collect all fees for HCC and will keep a detailed account of all 
fees collected. 

The HCC marina operator will be required to pay a fee quarterly to FRIENDS (proposed fee). 

• Electrical Sites 

• Non-Electrical Sites 
• Primitive Sites 

5% of the gross 

2% of the gross 
1 % of the gross 

The HCC marina operator will be responsible for the day to day operations and maintenance of 
the campground ( extent of maintenance to be negotiated and concession fees based on degree of 
maintenance). 

HCC marina operator will be responsible for the adherence to all rules and regulations and will 
take all legal and appropriate actions to assure that HHC is run accordingly and safely for all 
users. 

FRIENDS will establish a committee to supervise and manage the HCC and HCM contracts to 
assure that all conditions of the contract are in compliance. 

FRIENDS will enter into an agreement with USACE and other parties. 

FRIENDS will collect an annual or daily fee to offset any major repair and to finance future 
expansion or improvements. 

Annual Pass single family 

Day pass 

1000 passes@ $30.00 $30,000.00 

500 passes@ $ 7.00 average 4 days $14,000.00 

FRIENDS intends to expand the current campground, starting with the replacement of campsites 
below high-water mark, with an emphasis on aesthetics and environmental guidelines as our 
primary goal. 

HCC will be a first come first served campground with the exceptions of designated handicap 
sites and future group sites. 

Sanitary Sewer System: 
The current sanitary sewer system utilized be the State Parks is in a state of failure and cannot 
handle current capacity. The FRIENDS' plan includes the installation of a modem advanced 
mechanized, MBR or FAST waste water treatment system from Bio-Microbics. There is a 
Montana distributor and service company of Bio-Microbics that makes this technology not only 
be best choice environmentally but also the most practical choice, in terms of local product 
availability, cost effectiveness, serviceability, and overall treatment capabilities. 

The NRCS Soil Survey indicates that the predominant soils are silty-clay (nearest to the 
reservoir) and sandy loams - all of which are relatively well draining soil classes. However, the 
soils also prove problematic with the presence of expanding clay, causing instability resulting in 
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severely damaged roads and infrastructure. The topography typically consists of moderate to 
steep slopes which contributes to the soils being classified as having "severe" erosion potential. 
Based on this information, the FRIENDS will utilize a direct discharge method to the reservoir 
water way via a US EPA NPDES Direct discharge permit. 

The soils prove problematic with the presence of expanding clay, causing instability of the 
roadways and infrastructure, resulting in severe damage that requires constant maintenance and 
sometimes results in inaccessibility of roads and park amenities due to damage. The potential for 
erosion to affect infrastructure including roads, water and sewer lines, and building foundations 
is high. Improvements invested on or sub-surface have a tendency to move with the soil, causing 
increased maintenance costs to keep the improvements in working condition. This information 
lead FRIENDS to believe that a drain field application will be damaged and more costly 
compared to a direct discharge method. 

Technology description: 
FAST® is simply great technology, based on environmentally sound and simple scientific 
principles. The FAST® (Fixed Activated Sludge Treatment) process employs a unique hybrid 
combination of attached and suspended growth in an aerobic, packed bed bioreactor. This proven 
IFAS (Integrated Fixed-Film Activated Sludge) combination includes the stability of fully
submerged, fixed-film media and the effectiveness of activated sludge treatment, making the 
innovative, patented FAST® system technologically advanced and extraordinarily reliable. 

The BioBarrier® HSMBR® (High Strength Membrane Bioreactor) Systems help meet the 
increasingly stringent needs of specialized applications. The membranes and processes used in 
this advanced system act as an impenetrable physical barrier for nearly all common pollutants 
found in wastewater today. The advanced technology offers the highest quality effluent possible 
on the market. The BioBarrier® MBR was the first system to be approved for water reuse 
(NSF/ANSI Std 350, class R) by the NSF (National Sanitation Foundation) International. 

Designed specifically for high strength commercial water reuse applications, the BioBarrier® 
HSMBR® provides the highest quality effluent when needed most. Multiple BioBarrier® 
module sizes provide flexible, innovative recycling and reuse options to reach the next level of 
sustainable development. BioBarrier® is also designed specifically for the unique needs and 
characteristics of the onsite and decentralized wastewater industry, making it the most advanced 
system on the market. 

The BioBarrier® HSMBR® helps to meet the increasingly stringent needs of these specialized 
applications. BioBarrier's low-foul, durable, flat-sheet membranes utilize micro-sized pores for 
physical separation of solids from the wastewater. The system's unique operation sequence 
requires no complicated backwash functionality and is completely automated using an advanced 
control strategy. The pre-engineered, modular MBR ships installation-ready and fits easily into 
both new and existing tank configurations. BioBarrier's high-quality effluent provides new 
opportunities for wastewater recycling techniques that will have dramatic, positive effects on 
water resources around the globe. 

PROJECTED COST OF FRIENDS' PLAN: $387,000.00 
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Water system: 
The FRIENDS and current marina operator will utilize a surface water intake to obtain water for 
their operations in lieu of obtaining water from the current well system that is highly corrosive. 
Surface water from Fort Peck Reservoir will be utilized as the water source. A moveable surface 
water intake is currently located approximately 50 yards offshore and will be pumping the 
collected reservoir water through a filtering and disinfection system prior to distribution to the 
concession buildings and cabins. This system will be used to provide water to the store, rental 
cabins, and private residence. Currently, the water is not considered potable. The FRIENDS ahd 
current marina operator developed a plan to treat the surface water to potable standards and 
prevent violations of the Public Accommodation Administrative Rules for Montana Section 37.1 
I 1.1 10 (4)(b). 

The planned water treatment system will operate on a compliant potable water system that 
includes filtration, chlorination, and UV disinfection in order to bring the water system in 
conformance with state law. 

The FRIENDS' plan includes hiring a surface water and waste water operator, as the 
Administrative Rules of Montana (ARM) 17 .38.249, requires that the owner of a community or 
non-transient non-community system shall retain a certified operator, as defined in Title 37, 
chapter 42, MCA. A public water system must report any change in certified operator or 
designated contact person to the department within 30 days. FRIENDS and the marina operator 
have already identified and consulted with potential water and waster water operator who are 
certified with the MTDEQ. 

PROJECTED COST OF FRIENDS' PLAN: $423,000.00 

PROJECTED COST OF STATE PLAN:$540,000.00 

SAVINGS: $117,000.00 

Hell Creek Road, Internal Roads, and Trails: 
Visitors and marina operators complain about the stability and condition of Hell Creek Road, as 
well as the internal access roads. The soils prove problematic with the presence of expanding 
clay, causing instability of the roadways, resulting in severely damaged roads that require 
constant maintenance and sometimes results in inaccessibility due to damage. FRIENDS will 
expand internal access roads to 24-foot width and stabilize the roads to prevent expansion 
damage. To mitigate expansive soils, FRIENDS will use AGSS-ICS, a state-of-the-art Ionic 
Clay Soil Stabilizer that has been developed to treat swelling clays. The product works two 
ways. It reduces the swell potential of the clay soil and, because it dramatically reduces the 
capillary action of the clay particles, minimizes the shrinkage potential. When treated with the 
AGSS-ICS chemical, an irreversible change occurs in the molecular structure of the clay 
particles, and they no longer attract or hold on to water as they did before treatment. Treatment 
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of pre-construction sites as well as existing structures is available. For preconstruction sites, the 
chemical is mixed or injected into native soils. For remedial/post construction problems, the 
chemical is injected into the soil, beneath and around the existing structure through small 
injection probes. The process alleviates swell and can sometimes even relax existing heaving. 

Similarly to the internal access roads chief complaint among park users, the concessionaire, and 
park staff is the stability and condition of Hell Creek Road within the park. Hell Creek Road 
within the State Park boundaries should be expanded to L.4-width and stabilized through the 
application of AGSS-ICS. 

PROJECTED COST OF FRIENDS' PLAN: $836,000.00 

PROJECTED COST OF ST ATE PLAN :$1,130,000.00 

SA VIN GS: $294,000.00 

Fish Cleaning station: 
The FRIENDS have incorporated a plan to upgrade the Fish station to avoid the current 
contamination that is happening to the lake and surrounding property of the fish station. We are 
still requesting bids from local area contractors and are uncertain of the entire cost, as of the date 
of this proposal. Based on our preliminary findings we are confident that a new more efficient, 
"greener" and updated fish station that eliminates developed privately or with a private/public 
partnership will result in considerable cost savings and more efficient results. 

PROJECTED COST OF FRIENDS' PLAN: $00.00 

PROJECTED COST OF ST ATE PLAN :$00.00 

SA VIN GS: $00.00 

Boat Ramps, Docks, and Parking area: 

Stabilizing the existing primary boat ramp and truck/boat parking areas will be accomplished by 
using AGSS-ICS and adding a new gravel surface. 

The FRIENDS will follow the recommendations of the Facilities Condition Inventory (2015) that 
noted signs of significant cracking and failure in the primary boat ramp. It was recommended 
that the existing boat ramp be removed and replaced. FRIENDS, with the help of the marina 
operator, will remove the existing primary boat ramp and replace it according to the 
recommended changes. 



Hell Creek Recreation Area and Marina 
Forecasted Income Statement 

Visitation Estimates 
Year 

Revenues: 
Camping fees 
Annual pass 
Day pass 
RV dump fees 
Fish cleaning stalioe1 
Shower rcoms 
Restaurant 
Groceries 
Fuel 
W et dock 
Dry dock 
Pontoon rental 
Motels 
Outfitter reni 

Total Revenues 

Cost of Goods Sofd 
Purchases 

Gross Profit 

Expenses: 
Advertising 
Wages 
Depreciation 
Insurance 
Interest 
legal and Professional Fees 
Office Expense 
Repairs and Maintenance 
Supplies 
Taxes, licenses, and permits 
Travel meals and lodging 
Utilities 
Water treatment plant 

Dues and subscriptions 
Gas/oillpropane 
Credit card fees 
Interest 
Telephone 

Total Expenses 

Net Income 

Principle 

Cash Flows 

30,000 
1 

120,769 
23,077 
10,769 

1,538 
3,846 
3,846 

138,462 
'115,385 
153,846 

15,385 
23,077 
19.231 
76,923 

6,538 

34,000 
2 

136,872 
26,154 
12,205 

1,744 
4 ,359 
4,359 

15€,923 
130,769 
174,359 

17,4::06 
26,154 
21,795 
87,'17>? 

7,410 

712,692 807,718 

203,846 231,026 

508,846 576,692 

1,154 1,308 
219.396 248,651 

7.692 
20.000 

2,000 
2,000 
1,538 

23,077 
"15,385 
2U,OOO 

2 ,692 
22,000 

3,077 

4,615 
9 ,231 

1 ~ ,538 
46,760 

9,231 

8,71$ 
20,000 

2,000 
2.00D 
1.744 

26,154 
' 7,436 
20.000 

3,051 
22,000 

3 ,487 

5,231 
'10,462 
13,077 
61,0~9 
i0,462 

421,388 476,798 

87,458 99,894 

16.294 22,802 

71,163 77,092 

36,000 
3 

';44,923 
27,692 
12,923 

1 ,846 
4,615 
4 ,615 

~66, 154 
~38,462 
';84.5 15 

18,462 
27,692 
23,077 
92,308 

7,846 

855,231 

244,615 

610,61 5 

1,385 
263,277 

9,231 
20,000 

2 ,000 
2,00 0 
1,84 6 

27,692 
18.462 
20,000 

3,231 
22,000 

3,692 

5,538 
'11,077 
13,646 
79,723 
11,077 

516,077 

94,538 

21,472 

63,066 

38,000 
4 

152,974 
29231 
13,641 

1,949 
4,872 
4 .872 

175.385 
146,154 
194,872 

19,487 
29.231 
24,359 
97,436 

8 ,282 

902,744 

258,205 

644,538 

1,462 
277,904 

9,744 
20,000 

2,000 
2.000 
1,949 

29,231 
'19,487 
20.000 

3,410 
22,000 

3,897 

5,846 
11 692 
14,615 
81,720 
'1 1,692 

538,650 

105,889 

35,138 

70,751 

39,000 
5 

157,000 
30,000 
14,000 

2 ,000 
5,000 
5.000 

180,000 
150,000 
200,000 
20,000 
30, 000 
25,000 

100,000 
8,500 

926,500 

265,000 

661,500 

1,500 
285,217 

10,000 
20,000 

2,000 
2,000 
2,000 

30,000 
20,000 
20,000 

3,500 
22,000 

4 ,000 

6,000 
·12,000 
15,000 
79,261 
12,000 

546,478 

115,022 

37,596 

77,425 
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Hell Creek Recreation Area and Marina 
Capital Improvement Schedule 

Interest Rate 7.00% 
Term in Years 20 

Project State Revised Estimate 
comment 

Estimate Year1 Year 2 Year 3 Year4 Year 5 Total 

lnline Water Meters 10.200 Deemed Unnecessay 
Water Treatment Upgrade Campgrounds 269,000 120,000 120,000 Quote from Contractor 
Water Treatment Upgrade Marina 8,000 8,000 Project estimate 
Water Storage Upgrade 271 ,000 40,000 40,000 Quote from Contractor 
Campsite Hydrants 492,000 10,000 10,000 Project estimate 
Enhanced Water Sewer Treatment 30,000 - Deemed Unnecessay 
Fish Cleaning Sewage System Upgrade 36,000 Deemed Unnecessay 
ComprehensiveSewage Treatment Plant 330,000 330,000 Quote from Contractor 
All Weather Fish Gleaming Station 329,000 Deemed Unnecessay 
Electric Transmission Line Upgrade 1,200,000 Cost to Utility 
Primary Boat Ramp Stabilization 328,000 100,000 100,000 Project estimate 
R&R Boat Ramp 370,000 Unidentified Project 
Stabilize Internal Park Roads 470,850 100,000 100,000 Project estimate 
New Marine Constructiom 330,000 330,000 Project estimate 
Stabilize Lower Boat Ramp 240,500 50,000 50,000 Project estimate 
Expand Lower Boat Ramp 150,000 150,000 150,000 Project estimate 

Total Estimated Cost 4,196,550 668,000 220,000 290,000 60,000 1,238,000 

Debt Service 

Principle 1 2 3 4 5 
668,000 16,294 17,435 18,656 19,961 21 ,359 
220,000 5,366 5,742 6,144 6 ,574 
290,000 7,074 7 ,569 8,099 

60,000 1,464 1,566 

Total 16,294 22,802 31,472 35,138 37,598 

Interest 1 2 3 4 5 
668,000 46,760 45,619 44,399 43,093 41 ,696 
220,000 15,400 15,024 14,622 14,192 
290,000 20,300 19,805 19,275 
60,000 - 4 ,200 4 ,098 

Total 46,760 61,019 79,723 81,720 79,261 

c\ n () 
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Appendix A 
11. Hell Creek State Park -Draft Master Site/Management Plan -Final 

Doug Habermann, Regional Park Manager-Region 5, reported on the Hell Creek State Park-draft 
Master Site/Management Plan (MS/MP). 

Background: The draft Hell Creek Master Site/Management Plan was presented to the board in 
October 2015. The draft Plan identifies management issues such as maintenance needs, site 
capacity issues, concession operation, and other factors directly related to Montana State Park's 
management of the site including whether the division continues to manage the area. 

Public Involvement Process & Results: The plan was posted for a 32-day public comment 
period, closing on Friday, November 27, 2015. Email correspondence inviting public comment 
on the draft plan was sent to key stakeholders and visitors who made campsite reservations at the 
park over the last three years. Public notices were posted in the Billings Gazette and area 
newspapers in Jordan, Glendive, and Miles City. Media coverage about the draft plan was 
covered during the public comment period by the Billings Gazette. A total of 81 public 
comments were received with 66 taking a position on one of the alternatives. Comments were 
received from individuals and agency partners and identified both support and opposition for the 
continued management of Hell Creek State Park and proposed priority improvements. Public 
comment is summarized by major themes discussed to understand and identify substantive 
comments for consideration in the final. The final outcomes for support on the proposed options 
are: 

• Support Option 1 - 41 comments: Continue to manage site and concession with priority 
improvements 

• Support Option 2 - 2 comments: Manage modified site boundary, relinquish concession 
to the US Army Corps of Engineers (USA CE) 

• Support Option 3 - 23 comments: Return site to the USA CE in 2021 with minimal 
improvements for health and safety 

Alternatives and Analysis: 

Alt #1- approve the "Hell Creek Master Site/Management Plan" with Option I as the preferred 
option. 

Alt #2 - do not approve the "Hell Creek Master Site/Management Plan" at this time Alt #3 -
approve the "Hell Creek Master Site/Management Plan" with Option 3 as the preferred option 
while requiring a formal review in 2019 to evaluate if the division has met conditions to improve 
management, fiscal solvency, and fiscal partnerships based on concerns raised. 

Agency Recommendation and Rationale: It is the agency recommendation that the "Hell Creek 
Master Site/Management Plan" be approved with Option 3 as the preferred option pending a 
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formal review in 2019. Additionally, the division must implement a regulatory change to remove 
commercial use from the campground to comply with ASACE regulations. 

Montana State Parks recognizes the importance of Hell Creek State Park in the region, the state, 
and within the state park system. While the division would prefer to maintain operation of the 
park, the facility condition, considerable management, and public health and safety challenges at 
the park cannot be adequately addressed with existing division resources. Similar challenges 
exist throughout the Montana State Park system and the division is faced with making hard 

decisions about how to best manage the entire system given competing priorities and limited 
resources . 

To that end, the board is considering the "Classification and Prioritization of Parks Resources 
Policy." Assuming that policy is approved, it will guide how the division prioritizes investment 
across the system. Investment in anything other than immediate public health and safety at Hell 
Creek State Park will be minimal until parks in higher classifications meet funding and staffing 
standards . 

The division acknowledges that we do not currently have the ability to manage Hell Creek State 
Park to the standard identified in the 2015-2020 Strategic Plan. Therefore, we will actively work 
with the USACE and USFWS to improve partnerships and secure funding to support the park 
operationally and through capital investment. We will also work to align the end of the 
concession contract at the site with the end of the division contract at the site and to avoid any 
loss of service to the customer. 

The division requests the board formally review this decision in 2019 and allow MSP to enter 
into negotiations at that time for a new lease if management conditions, fiscal solvency, and 
agency partnerships have improved to a level that allows management of Hell Creek State Park 
to Montana State Park standards. If that standard is not met, the division recommends allowing 
the current lease with USACE to expire on April 30, 2021 . 

Public Comment: 

Clint Thomas, Hell Creek Concessions, reported via Video Conference from the Miles City 
Office, he does not agree that he should have to pay for a portion of the new sewer system. We 
provide all our own sewer system, water systems, garage and everything for our own facility . 
The sewer system you are talking about is the campground sewer system. The only part of this 
that is used by our customers is the fish cleaning system. He said he would be willing to pay the 
day use fee for this but does not understand why he should pay for all of his sewer system and 
half of the Parks. 

Chairman Towe reported the intent is to make sure we can work together. The purpose of the 20-
year authority on our contract is to see if we can improve the park through the work that the 
Concessionaires can perform in this contract. 
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Vice Chair Sexton reported if the Corp is cooperative and discussions with the concessionaire go 
well, by 2019 we could simultaneously have a 20-year contract and have a long-term lease with 
the Corp. 

We would need some type of interim renewal with the concessions contract time-wise to make 
the 2019 date. 

The Corp can statutorily move up their lease termination date to 2019 rather than 2021 , if the 
Corp is willing to do so. 

We will leave in 2021 unless we make strides to improve, which would include a business 
planning activity, renegotiation of lease so we have alignment between the end of the Corp 
contract and the concessionaire contract, our ability to secure better partnerships with everyone. 

Action: 

Vice Chair Sexton moved to approve the draft Hell Creek Master Site Management Plan with 
Option 3 as the preferred option, while requiring a formal review in 2019 to evaluate that the 
Division has met conditions to improve management, fiscal solvency and fiscal partnerships. 
Additionally, she moved that the Division explore ways to keep Hell Creek Park consistent with 
Montana State Parks standards. 

Motion Carries. 
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Appendix B 
Montana Code Annotated 2017 

TITLE 23. PARKS, RECREATION, SPORTS, AND GAMBLING 

CHAPTER 1. PARKS 

Part 1. State Parks 

Powers and Duties of Department 

23-1-102. Powers and duties of department. (1) The department shall make a study to 
determine the scenic, historic, archaeologic, scientific, and recreational resources of the state. 
The department may: 

18 

(a) by purchase, lease, agreement, or acceptance of donations acquire for the state any areas, 
sites, or objects that in its opinion should be held, improved, and maintained as state parks, state 
recreational areas, state monuments, or state historic sites; 

(b) with the consent of the board, acquire by condemnation, pursuant to Title 70, chapter 30, 
lands or structures for the purposes provided in 87-1-209(2); 

( c) with the consent of the board, enter into a contract pursuant to 18-4-313(2)( e ); 

(d) accept in the name of the state, in fee or otherwise, any areas, sites, or objects conveyed, 
entrusted, donated, or devised to the state; and 

( e) lease those portions of designated lands that are necessary for the proper administration of the 
lands in keeping with the basic purposes of this part. 

(2) The department may accept gifts, grants, bequests, or contributions of money or other 
property to be spent or used for any of the purposes of this part. 

(3) A contract, for any of the purposes of this part, may not be entered into or another obligation 
incurred until money has been appropriated by the legislature or is otherwise available. If the 
contract or obligation pertains to acquisition of areas or sites in excess of either 100 acres or 
$100,000 in value, the board of land commissioners shall specifically approve the acquisition. 

( 4) The department has jurisdiction, custody, and control of all state parks, recreational areas, 
public camping grounds, historic sites, and monuments, except wayside camps and other public 
conveniences acquired, improved, and maintained by the department of transportation and 
contiguous to the state highway system. The department may designate lands under its control as 
state parks, state historic sites, state monuments, or any other designation that it considers 
appropriate. The department may remove or change the designation of any area or portion of an 
area and may name or change the name of any area. 

History: En. Sec. 4, Ch. 48, L 1939; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 46, L 1955; amd. Sec. 2. Ch. 69, L 1965; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 135, L. 1969; amd. Sec. 49, 
Ch. 511, L 1973; amd. Sec. 13, Ch. 417, L. 1977; R.C.M. 194 7, 62-304; amd. Sec. 2, Ch. 218, L I 979; amd. Sec. I, Ch. 230, L I 98 1; amd. Sec. 
I, Ch. 418, L 1981; amd. Sec. 3, Ch. 512, L. 1991 ; amd. Sec. 30, Ch. 125, L. 2001; amd. Sec. 9,Ch. 235, L. 2013; amd. Sec. 2, Ch. 322, L 2015 . 



Appendix C 
T\ 1ontana Code Annotated 2017 

TITLE 23. PARKS. RECREATION. SPORTS. AND G:\MBLI~G 
CHAPTER l. PARKS 
Part 1 . State Parks 

Acquisition of Ce11ain State Parks. Monuments. Or Historic Sites 
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23- 1-108. Acquisition of certain state parks, monuments, or historic sites. ( 1) Any 
person. association. or representatiYC of a gowrning unit may submit a proposal for the acquisition 
of a site or area described in 23-1-102 from the income of the trust fund created in 15-35-108 to 
the department by July l of the :-ear preceding the corn ening of a legislatiw session. 

(2) The hoard shall present to the legislature by the 15th day of any legislatiw session a list 
of areas. sites. or objects that \\ ere proposed for purchase for use as state parks. state recreational 
areas. state monumems. or state historic sites ,,ith the mone: comained in the parks account. 

(3) The legislature must appropriate funds from this account befon:: any park. area. 
monument. or site may be purchased. 
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